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Introdution
The ontinuous development of new aeleration tehniques and highly perfor-
mane detetion systems allow to farther displae the limits of the observable
nulear phenomena.
The progress in experimental Nulear Physis is related to the development
of new aelerator failities but also of more and more sophistiated instruments
for the studying of very weak reation hannels in a environment with large bak-
ground. These instruments made possible the observation of nulei far from sta-
bility produed with very low ross-setions and the detetion of photons emitted
by high spin states from superdeformed and hyperdeformed bands.
Complex experimental apparati based upon new generation arrays have been
developped for the detailed studying of yet unknown exoti speies. The ommon
standard detetion system used in gamma spetrosopy is based on a HPGe array
oupled with anillary devies, for the seletion of partiles emitted by type,
number, energy, diretion or harge.
With the advent of the future aeleration failities for radioative or very
intense beams, new detetors are urrently developped (like the AGATA detetor
for gamma-rays). In the ontext of an international ollaboration among several
institutions the idea of a new highly segmented silion-pad detetor (TRACE) is
born. The rst steps in the design of this detetion array are presented.
The main goals of the thesis is therefore to design and develop a state-of-
the-art light harged partile detetor whose ultimate performanes (ounting
rate, resolution and eÆieny) make it a suitable anillary for a gamma traking
2spetrometer (AGATA) in fusion-evaporation and transfer reations.
In the rst hapter a short overview of the methods and assoiated detetion
set-up for the study of the nulear properties with heavy-ion beams at energies
of 10 MeVA is presented. A brief desription of the reent results ahieved in
the study of nulear struture are presented togheter with the motivations that
one put forward in future investigations of the nulear physis phenomena. The
methods and instumentation that will make these perspetives possible are also
underlined.
In the seond hapter the main detetor speiations are obtained by theoret-
ial alulations and simulations. The dierent TRACE prototypes are disussed
in terms of the simulated performanes like transpareny, partile disrimination,
eÆieny and angular resolution. The estimates are ompared with the vari-
ous detetors for light hareged partiles already in use (EUCLIDES, MUST2,
TIARA).
Chapter 3 is devoted to the simulation of the urrent pulse indued in the
silion by a light harged partile (p, ). Simulations of urrent signals in the de-
tetor have been performed in order to evaluate the feasibility of the pulse shape
analysis in the disrimination between proton and alpha partiels. The suess
of suh an approah would lead to a redution of the number of eletronis han-
nels, the redution of the gamma absorption and an inreased harged partile
detetion eÆieny of the designed detetor, without renouning to the quality
of partile disrimination and angular resolution. The results are ompared with
other simulations based on an independent approah.
The impat of an anillary double side silion strip detetor, oupled with the
rst AGATA luster, on the overall system is evaluated in hapter 4. The rea-
tions involved in the experiment are haraterized and their kinematis dened
and proved. The presene of the anillary provides enough angular resolution to
obtain a good Doppler orreteion and the possibility to distinguish between the
various types of emitted partiles and onsequently the seletion of the reation
3hannel.
In hapter 5 the experimental results obtained with Si-pad detetors oupled
with standard NIM and ASICs eletronis are disussed. A telesope prototype
is nally proposed togheter with its ASICs eletronis suitable for the oupling
with the AGATA array.
In summary the Ph.D. thesis work is foused on the following points:
 theoretial alulations for the design of the TRACE detetor;
 simulation of detetor performanes for various geometry;
 simulation of signals indued by protons and alpha partiles in Silion to
evaluate the possible appliation of pulse shape analysis;
 simulation of the TRACE anillary impat on the AGATA performanes;
 analysis of the experimental test of the rst AGATA luster oupled with
an anillary detetor for light harged partiles;
 experimental tests of various Si-pad detetors and the assoiated read-out
ASICs eletronis.
4
Chapter 1
Short overview of the methods
and assoiated detetion set-ups
in Nulear Physis
In this hapter a short overview of the methods and assoiated detetion set-ups
for the study of the nulear properties with heavy-ion beams at energies of 
10 MeVA is presented. A brief desription of the reent results ahieved in the
study of nulear struture are presented togheter with the motivations that one
put forward in the future investigations of the nulear physis. The methods and
instumentation that will make these perspetives possible are also underlined:
new Radioative Ion Beam (RIB) failities and related instrumentation, from
gamma-ray arrays and reoil mass spetrometer to the various anillary detetors
needed to perform nulear physis experiments.
1.1 Status and perspetives of nulear struture
studies aross the nulear landsape
In the last years big eorts have been devoted to extend the knowledge of the
nulide hart far from the stability valley, whih would hopefully lead to an overall
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omprehension of the nulear fore that is responsible for both the existene of
weakly bound systems and the naturally abundane of stable nulei.
Nulei an be formed from a large variety of ombinations of protons and
neutrons. However, due to the underlying fores and symmetries of the laws of
Nature, not all ombinations are bound.
The nulear landsape shows more than three thousands of nulei that are
expeted to be bound by the strong fore. Among these, less than 300 are stable
(blak dots in gure 1.1), while the others are bound against the emission of
protons and neutrons, but not against the -deay, in whih a proton hanges into
a neutron or vie versa, and they are therefore radioative. Some of the unstable
nulei are long-lived and an be found on Earth, some are produed in laboratory,
while other thousands of possibly bound nulear systems far from stability are yet
unexplored. Consequently, from the multitude of nulei that may exist and that
were formed in violent stellar explosions, only a very limited number have been
studied. To deeply understand the nuleus, we need to explore and study not only
the phenomena presented in nulei lose to stability, but also those towards the
limits of nulear existene. Suh investigations are a great experimental hallenge,
but, as for any physial system, the study of its behaviour at the extremes will
provide important insights into the struture and dynamis of the nuleus, on
the underlying symmetries, and towards a omprehensive understanding of the
nuleus as a fundamental many-body system governed by the strong interation.
The proton-rih side of the nulear hart was investigated in more detailed
than the neutron-rih side owing to the relatively easyness to produe proton-
rih nulei using espeially fusion-evaporation reations, in whih the emission
of several neutrons leads to residual nulei lose to the proton drip line. On the
other hand for neutron-rih nulei the drip line rapidly departs from the stability
line. For the light nulides the drip line was reahed up to Fluorine.
The study of the unharted regions of the N-Z plane an answer many impor-
tant questions.
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The limits of nulear existene, related to the number of protons and neutrons
that an be lustered together by the strong interation to form a bound nuleus,
are still to be determined. The boundaries of the nulear realm are espeially
unertain on the neutron-rih side where the number of nulei between the known
nulei and the most exoti speies is quite large. The nulear landsape also has
a third boundary in the heaviest existing nulei. The binding of these nulei is
ditated by the interplay between the repulsive Coulomb fore between protons
and the attrative strong nulear interation. The mass border predited by
dierent models is unertain. Studying nulei even more exoti than those already
disovered is needed to make the thoretial preditions quantitatively reliable.
The properties of very short-lived exoti nulei, espeially those with extreme
neutron to proton ratios, represent an important topi in the investigation of
the limits of the nulear system. A restrited fration of the nulei away from
stability have been studied in the laboratory, revealing surprises and opening
new perspetives. Indeed, some of long-standing and herished ideas of nulear
behavior may reet only the miroosm of the nulear landsape that lies along
the valley of stability. It is in fat known that ertain numbers of protons and
neutrons, the magi numbers, have speial stability. Magi or losed-shell nulei
have long been used as key landmarks along the nulear landsape, gure 1.1.
A fundamental question onerning the struture of the nuleus is whether the
magi numbers are universally valid as originally thought, or whether they hange
far from stability, as it is now suspeted, or perhaps disappear altogether.
In onlusion, the knowledge of the nulei farthest from stability is nowadays
limited to a restrited number of ases with respet to the total. A deeper in-
vestigation of the exoti radioative nulei is forseen in the next deades. It is
expeted that the nulear struture studies of the exoti speies will yield a new
insight into the many-body nulear system. Three main ategories of arguments
an be mentioned to support this statement: an historial one, one based on the
physis of the nuleus and a third one based on astrophysis.
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Figure 1.1. Map of bound nulear systems. The nulear landsape forms the
territory of the physis with radioative nulear beam. The blak squares (less
than 300 stable nulei, that is, non-radioative or long-lived, with halives om-
parable to or longer than the age of Earth) form the "valley of stability". The
yellow ones indiate man-made nulei that have been produed in laboratories
and that live a shorter time. By adding either protons or neutrons one moves
from the valley of stability towards the drip lines, beyond whih, nulei start
to emit nuleons. Many thousands of radioative nulei with very small or very
large N over Z ratios are still to be explored. In the (Z,N) landsape, they form
the "terra inognita", drawn with green in the gure. The proton drip line is
already relatively well delineated experimentally up to Z=83. The neutron drip
line, exept for the lightest nulei, is just estimated on the basis of nulear mod-
els. The unertainty in the limit of nulear stability is illustrated by showing the
unknown drip line as a smooth red urve.
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The history of the reent and near past investigations of the already known
exoti nulei revealed new important aspets of the nulear struture:
1. Evidene of strong deformation between neutron numbers N=58 and 60
appeared in the study of the ssion produts lose to A=100. The system-
atis of the Zr isotopes shows the rapid phase/form transition, the energy
of the rst 2
+
state E
 
2
+
1

dereasing from 1223 keV to 212 keV passing
from
98
Zr to
100
Zr. This means that the Z=40 proton magi gap disappears
when the neutron number inreases and at, the same time, points to the
importane of the residual T=0 p-n interation on the onset of the nulear
olletivity and deformation.
Several reent studies onrm the deformation onset in other mass regions
around magi neutron number like
32
Mg
20
and
44
S
28
. Reognizing the weak-
ness of the "magiity" benhmark to explain nulear faets far from sta-
bility, we should aknowledge the more general idea of the shell struture
evolution when going away from the stability.
A similar trend is also visible when going towards the proton-rih nulei.
In fat
80
40
Zr
40
is deformed while
90
40
Zr
50
is double magi indeed.
Furthermore the prodution of heavier nulei favours the investigation of
the superheavy region and the approah of the Z=126 nulei, another region
of speial interest for the shell struture investigation.
2. Rih information has been extrated from the nulear system by imping-
ing a big amount of energy and angular momentum. With RIBs on the
other hand, the isospin degree of freedom an be extensively exploited to
investigate nulei with extreme N/Z omposition. The Hamiltonian an
thus be sampled with a dierent balane among its terms and this would
onsequently lead to a better desription of the stable nulear system.
The large variety of beams that will be available at the new RIB failitities
will in priniple enable the aess to a spei exoti nuleus to exalt a partiular
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eet. In fat while the number of stable beams is limited to ' 300, the exoti
speies are in theory more than 1000 with intensities that an hange vastly
passing from one to another.
In spite of the fat that the nuleons onstitute 60% of the nulear matter,
they undergo  10
20
orbits per seond without any ollision. In fat the ollisions
between nuleons are uneet unless they an satter nuleons to outer orbits.
The inner orbits are already lled and the nulear fore is not strongh enough
to exite nuleons to valene shells. Most nulear interations involve valene
orbits and the valene spae determine the nature of the observed struture. The
oupation of new orbits with dierent quantum numbers, as RIBs an provide,
an lead to new nulear struture phenomena that might our in exoti nulei.
The binding energy in the stable nulei is typially 5-8 MeV. Near the drip
line the last nuleon is bound by only hundreds of keV. Their wavefuntions
deay exponentially with [2m(E   V )℄
1
2
within the potential barrier. Sine (E-
V) is very small the spatial distribution extend to large radii, expeially for
low angular momentum (no entrifugal barrier) and for neutrons (no Coulomb
barrier). As a onsequene the shell model potential, the spin-orbit fore and the
residual interation among nuleons ould be altered. New struture and new
evolution are expeted.
More arguments among astrophysial ones an also support the previous mo-
tivations.
The fusion of H into He, of He into
12
C, the sequenes of (p; ), (p; ) and the
-deay proesses (CNO yle) desribe the evolution of the normal stars.
To understand the stellar generation and history, the nulear reation rate is
needed. Some indiret information has been already obtained but most of the
key reations involve unstable nulei. Quantitative still little is known about
the CNO yle and the generation of heavier nulei in the rapid-neutron-apture
proess (r-proess) and the rapid-proton apture proess (rp-proess) region.
Extensive model alulations are used to desribe and simulate the dierent pro-
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esses ourring in the stars. Espeially for violent proesses like supernovae ex-
plosions or X-ray bursts, the properties of unstable nulei are the most important
inputs to the models. In neutron-rih stellar environments, the r-proess produes
heavy elements by a sequene of neutron aptures and nulear beta-deays. On
the proton-rih side, the rp-proess is predited to our in proton-rih stellar
environments.
To model these proesses orretly, the model inputs needed are the masses of very
neutron- and proton-rih nulei, their beta-deay half-lives and their neutron- and
proton-apture ross setions. These properties are only known for a few isotopes
involved in the r-proess. As the rp-proess path is loser to stability, more input
data are experimentally available on this side. The use of more experimental in-
formation in astrophysial network alulations will greatly improve the reliability
of the simulations and onsequently our insight on the primordial phenomena.
1.2 Future radioative ion beams failities
The strong interest in the physis using aelerated short-lived nulei is reeted
in many failities that are in operation worldwide, under onstrution, or being
proposed.
These failities are based on either in-ight Projetile Fragmentation (PF) or
on Isotope Separation On-Line (ISOL) methods. The latter method is often also
referred to as the two-aelerator method. Both methods have their respetive
advantages and omplement eah other in the type of nulei that an be produed.
The PF tehnique was pioneered in the beginning of the eighties at the LBNL.
In this method, as illustrated in gure 1.2, an energeti ion beam is fragmented
while passing through a "thin" target, and the reation produts are subsequently
transported to a seondary target after mass, harge and momentum seletion in
a fragment separator. Sine the reation produts are produed in-ight, no post-
aeleration is required. Fission in-ight of very heavy beams, but also harge
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exhange and transfer reations, have been used as an alternative to Projetile
Fragmentation. In addition to the high energy arried by the fragments from the
primary beam, the in-ight prodution also makes possible subsequent experi-
ments to be done promptly with the radioative fragments as a seondary beam.
The produed nulei are only delayed by the time-of-ight through the separator
to the reation target, typially of the order of hundreds of ns.
In an ISOL-type faility the radioative nulei are produed essentially at
rest in a thik target by bombardment with partiles from a primary soure
or driver aelerator (gure 1.2). After ionization and seletion of a spei
mass by eletromagneti devies, the radioative nulei are aelerated in a post-
aelerator. A wide range of primary beams inluding thermal neutrons, medium
energy deuterons, GeV protons, and intermediate energy heavy ions are in use
or have been proposed. Similarly, a range of dierent types of post-aelerators
are being onsidered inluding ylotrons, linas and tandem aelerators.
The ISOL tehnique allows the radioative beam to be prepared with the
optimum harateristis needed for studies of nulear struture and nulear as-
trophysis. The postaelerators, optimized for high quality beams, provide the
easy energy variability, high preision energy denition and small emittanes,
that are key items for suessful experiments. Another advantage of ISOL fa-
ilities is the high luminosity that an be ahieved through the ombination of
a thik prodution target and a very intense primary beam. The time delay re-
sulting from stopping, ionizing, and extrating the radioative fragments from
the prodution target and forming an ion beam out of them is a drawbak of
the ISOL method. However, this drawbak is partly alleviated by the fat that
many nulei of interest deay dominantly through the weak interation whih has
a built-in time delay (typially milliseonds or longer).
The PF and ISOL approahes are truly omplementary. Radioative beams
from a PF installation emerge immediately and at high energies, typially from 50
to several 100 MeVA. In ontrast, ISOL beams are aelerated essentially from
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zero energy to the region below, near and somewhat above the Coulomb barrier,
that is, up to about 10-20 MeVA. As these beams have energies omparable
to those of the nuleons in the nuleus they are ideally suited to the study of
nulear struture. Sine they impat the target nuleus rather gently, they do
not obliterate the objet whose struture is sought.
Moreover, the temperatures of stellar environments orrespond to low nulear
energies, of a ouple of MeVA and lower. Finally, many nulear physis tests
of the Standard Model and many appliations of nulear tehniques require low
energy, or even stopped beams of unstable nulei. These overlapping areas of the
two approahes, ISOL and PF, allow independent heks of important results with
dierent experimental tehniques. A RIB's experiment, besides providing enough
beam intensity and the proper energy, should provide a restrited spot on the
target, proper hannel seletion and limited bakground, espeially if extremely
sensitive experimental apparati are needed. These features inuene the angular
resolution, the eÆieny and the energy resolution of the whole experimental
set-up. The quality of the beam, and not only its existene, is therefore stritly
related to the good outome of the new and highly performed experiments.
The key features of the ISOL and PF tehniques in omparison with stable
beams are summarized in table 1.1. Various projets are arried on to produe
Charateristis STABLE ISOL PF
Energy available(MeVA) 10100 1020 50100
Intensity (p/s) 10
1013
10
48
< 10
4
Energy dispersion small big
Contaminat monoisotopi monoisotopi isobari
Beam spot (mm)  1 > 1 > 100
Timing 100 ns >1 ms 100 s
Table 1.1. Comparison between the performanes of stable and radioative
beams. The ISOL tehnique is highly element-dependent owing to the extration
before the seond aeleration.
exoti and intense seondary radioative beams. Some of the failities operating
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Figure 1.2. Basi types of radioative ion beam failities: Isotope Separator
On Line (ISOL) method on the lower part and Projetile Fragmentation (PF)
on the upper. In the ISOL method radioative atoms are produed essentially at
rest by nulear reations indued by a driver beam in a thik, hot target. These
atoms diuse from the target into an ion soure to be ionized and formed into a
low energy beam, whih is ltered to selet ions of a single nulear speies, and
subsequently aelerated (in the post-aelerator) to energies optimized to the
physis to be studied. In the PF method the primary aelerator direts a beam
of heavy ions on a thin prodution target where the primary beam partiles are
fragmented into a variety of nulear speies. The radioative nulei of interest
to the experiment are olleted and seleted out of the other speies produed in
the target in the fragment separator.
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and in ustrution worldwide in the ISOL failities are: SPIRAL and SPIRAL-II
at GANIL (Caen, Frane), REX ISOLDE at CERN (Genve, Switzerland), SPES
at LNL (Legnaro, Italy), HRIBF (Oak Ridge, USA), ISAC-I and II at TRIUMF
(Vanouver, Canada), et. Worldwide PF failities are: GANIL, GSI (Darmstadt,
Germany), Flerov Laboratory (Dubna, Russia), RIKEN (Saitama, Japan), IMP
(Lanzhou, China), et.
The knowledge aquired in the design and onstrution of the new RIB fail-
ities will ontribute to a new large sale European Radioative Ion Beam ISOL
faility for the advane of Nulear Physis, Nulear Astrophysis and Fundamen-
tal Interations (EURISOL).
The EURISOL main omponents are the driver aelerator, the target/ion-
soure assembly, the mass-seletion system, post-aelerator and the required
sienti instrumentation for nulear struture and reation investigations. A
possible layout an be found in [1℄.
1.2.1 Beam requirements
Radioative beam experiments in inverse reation kinematis - the role of proje-
tile and target are interhanged ompared to traditional tehniques - an fous
on the key questions through the use of well understood methods and reation
models. These inlude:
1. Elasti and inelasti sattering reations to obtain form fators, transition
amplitudes and shape parameters of exoti nulei;
2. Coulomb exitation to explore rotational and vibrational exitations and
the oupling of the olletive and single-partile degrees of freedom, in par-
tiular for nulei near the drip lines;
3. Radiative apture and Coulomb dissoiation to determine ross setions,
resonane energies and strengths for astrophysial reations;
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4. One and few nuleon transfer reations to determine single partile energies,
eetive nuleon-nuleon interations, strengths distributions, and partile
orrelations in doubly magi losed shell nulei far from stability and in
weakly bound nulei lose to the drip lines;
5. Fusion - evaporation reations with subsequent detetion of gamma-rays to
study the band struture of nulei;
6. Fusion - ssion reations, in partiular of nulei near the limits of binding-
the drip lines, the borderline of the heaviest elements and nulei with large
neutron exess;
7. Strongly damped ollisions to extend the range of neutron rih nulei. These
Studies will also enompass the broad range of tools and methods developed
for nulear deay studies inluding the most modern methods to prepare
nulei for spei studies - ion and atom traps.
This omprehensive approah denes broadly the performane speiations
expeted from the next-generation ISOL faility.
In gure 1.3 representative examples for eah area of interest are given in
order to quantify beam requirements and experimental approahes. They are
naturally representative of a large lass of similar investigations.
The relations between the siene areas and the ross setions underlying the
respetive experiments, and thus the required beam intensities, are illustrated
in the top part of gure 1.4 [2℄. The bottom part indiates the well-established
reation proesses and methods that have been developed to a high level of sophis-
tiation in the past deades with stable beams, and that an now be eetively
applied to the new opportunities with unstable beams.
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Figure 1.3. Researh opportunities with beams of short-lived nulei. Regions of
interest that an be explored with a seond-generation ISOL faility are shown.
This is a shemati representation, haraterizing the areas of researh and exem-
plifying types of studies. The desired beam intensities, while not available from
present rst-generation ISOL failities, ould be ahievable with new tehnologi-
al developments as expeted at an advaned ISOL faility.
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Figure 1.4. Cross setion (mbsr
 1
) vs required beam intensity for the areas
of researh illustrated in gure 1.3. The top panel shows the relation of these
areas with typial ross setions and beam intensities assoiated with their study.
The bottom panel indiates the well-established reation proesses and methods
that have been developed to a high level of sophistiation in the past deades
with stable beams, and whih an now be eetively applied to the new physis
opportunities with unstable beams.
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1.3 Typial reations used for the study of ex-
oti nulei by means of gamma-ray spe-
trosopy and light harged partile identi-
ation
The development of large eÆieny gamma arrays of Germanium detetors, ou-
pled to seleting devies, has opened up many exiting possibilities to study
weakly populated nulei owing to an inreased sensitivity. Based on this and on
the fat that the energy span of the future EURISOL faility starts at thermal
energies and extends up to 100 MeVA, the nulei involved over, in priniple, the
whole nulear hart and future tehnologial improvements will provide new gen-
eration apparati for nulear physis experiments, in whih new exiting questions
are opened and omplex issues an be addressed.
Dierent reations are well suited to investigate the variuos physial aspets.
These reations, performed in inverse kinematis, require the detetion of light
harged partiles and neutrons over a large dynami range, often in onjuntion
with a spetrometer for analysis of the sattered projetiles.
Diret reations are a simple tool to over and investigate new manifestations
of nulear struture. Elasti and inelasti sattering ssprovide information on
nulear densities and transition intensities, while transfer, knokout and break-
up reations are powerful to investigate the mirosopi shell struture of nulei.
The study of more violent reations indued by dierent nulei with large
isospin variation will allow the investigation of the liquid-gas phase transition in
a nite two-uid system (neutrons and protons), and hene provide deisive new
onstraints on the phase diagram and the equation-of state of nulear matter. In
this ase, the main experimental hallenge is the harge and mass identiation
of both light and heavy fragments with high granularity and, one again, over
large dynami range.
We will mainly onentrate on transfer and fusion-evaporation reations, whih
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are well suited for approahing the opposite neutron and proton drip lines. The
light harged partile detetor under study is designed to better extrat nulear
struture information by these two mehanisms.
1.3.1 Transfer reations
Single-nuleon transfer reations
Single-nuleon transfer reations are partiularly simple in harater and allow
to determine the angular momentum transferred, the hange in parity, and the
exitation energy of the state populated in the residual nuleus. In addition, the
transfer probability into a partiular state provides information on the single-
partile omponents in the nulear wave funtion. Thus the knowledge of the
quantum single-partile levels, and hene of the shell struture, in nulei near the
line of stability has been mapped out using single-nuleon transfer reations.
With the radioative beams, the evolution of the quantum single-partile lev-
els away from the line of stability an now be mapped for exoti nulei using
transfer reations in inverse kinematis. Suh experiments involve the radioa-
tive beam as the heavier partile in the reation, while the target nulei would
typially be the isotopes of hydrogen, as used in early transfer experiments.
This type of reation has several generi features whih are worth mentioning.
In partiular, it is a general result that the pik-up reations suh as (p,d) and
(d,t) result in light ejetiles (here, d and t respetively) that are foused by the
kinematis into the forward hemisphere of the laboratory referene frame. In the
stripping reations suh as (d,p) the light ejetiles are onned to the bakward
hemisphere in the laboratory frame if we onsider just the small sattering angles
(
:m:
< 30
Æ
) that have the dominant yield. Elasti sattering is onentrated at
angles near 90
Æ
in the laboratory frame. The light ejetiles are in pratie uniquely
identied using just their energy and angle measurements. The additional Z-
identiation an also help in some speial appliations.
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The measurement of the oinident gamma-rays an assist the ejetile identi-
ation and provide a greatly enhaned resolution of individual quantum states.
This apability is new, relative to the rst generation of transfer studies, and is
eetive beause of the greatly improved sensitivity of the germanium detetor
arrays.
Physis ases
1. N=20 losed shell. The study of the N=20 shell losure between the
proton-rih nuleus
48
Ni and the neutron unbound nuleus
28
O will be one
of the hallenges for future experiments. Beams of neutron-rih uorine
isotopes at 5-20 MeVA with intensities larger than 10
4
pps would permit
aess to unbound levels of neutron-rih oxygen nulides via the stripping
of one proton. The reoil nulei and neutrons emitted from unbound levels
should be deteted in omplete-kinematis measurements. Similar inten-
sities and energy ranges are required for a
24
O beam in order to study
unbound states in
25
O via (d,p) and (,
3
He) reations.
2. Neutron-rih Ni isotopes. The knowledge of the shell struture evolu-
tion with exoti ombinations of the neutron and proton numbers, as an
be gained from the study of double losed-shell nulei far from stability, is
partiularly important. The most neutron-rih, doubly-magi nuleus a-
essible for spetrosopi studies in the next future will be
78
Ni. In this
ontext, the study of single-nuleon transfer on doubly magi
56
Ni and
68
Ni
and later
78
Ni will be of most signiane.
At energies of around 35 MeVA, the one-partile transfer ross-setion is
typially 1 mb/sr. This implies ount rates of  1 per hour per 2
Æ
/bin in
the entre of mass, for an initial beam intensity of 10
4
pps whih is suÆient
[23℄ to measure angular distributions.
The advent of EURISOL would signiantly extend that limit and allow
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the next losed-shell region to be approahed or perhaps even reahed. The
single-partile struture in the region of interest would be investigated us-
ing the reations d(
A
Ni,
A 1;A+1
Ni)t,p to measure the energies and spins of
states in the exoti nikel nulei.
3. N=Z line. The ase involves single-partile transfer studies of N=Z nulei
in inverse kinematis to begin to map out, for the rst time, the single
partile orbits near the Fermi surfae for N=Z=40.
The rst reations studied would be the inverse (d,p) and (d,t) reations at
' 12 MeVA. Typial ross setions found in (d,p) and (d,t) studies of the
heavier Kr isotopes [24℄ were in the range of one to a few mbsr
 1
at the
maximum of the angular distributions, so the previous disussion onrms
the feasibility of these experiments with an intensity of the N=Z beam of
10
4
pps. The required sensitivity to the transferred `-values should also be
ahievable from the angular distributions.
Two-nuleon transfer reations
As the N=Z line on the nulear hart deviates away from stability when the
nulear mass inreases, a new form of nuleon pairing is expeted to beome
important. In fat, both proton- and neutron-rih nulei in the medium-mass
region are expeted to show altered pairing and hene altered olletivity, away
from stability. However, it is the nulei with exatly N=Z that are predited to
be the only ones whih may exhibit the eets of a totally new lass of pairing
between neutrons and protons.
An experimental observable to probe the strength of the pairing orrelations
is the probability of reations in whih a pair of neutrons is transferred between
projetile and target with (t,p) or (p,t) reations performed in inverse kinematis.
Self-onsistent HFB alulations have demonstrated the sensitivity of the pair-
transfer form fator (diretly related to the pairing density) to spei details of
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the pairing interation [25℄. The dierene in the asymptoti behaviour of single-
partile density and pair density in a weakly bound system an be measured by
omparing the energy dependene of one-partile and pair-transfer ross setions.
Physis ases
1. Pairing in neutron- and proton-rih nulei. The neutron-rih Ni iso-
topes ould be used to examine the modiations of neutron pairing in
neutron rih nulei. The reations
A
Ni(p,t)
A 2
Ni an be used to study 2n
removal, while the reations
A
Ni(
9
Be,
7
Be)
A+2
Ni an be used to study 2n
addition.
The possibility of deuteron transfer to and from N=Z nulei ould be ex-
plored using the (d,) and (
6
Li,) reations in inverse kinematis with
even-even, N=Z beams, when suÆient beam intensity beomes available
at EURISOL.
2. Transfer to highly exited states. Sine in two-neutron stripping re-
ations on stable nulei the Q-values will beome very positive for ground
state transitions, these reations will be well mathed for highly exited
states. The same senario an be applied for two-proton transfer using
beams of
18
Ne or
34
Ar as examples.
3. Nulei at the drip-line. Pik-up proesses using radioative beams
an be used to extend the spetrosopi studies towards the drip-line. In
this ase Q-values are very negative (and therefore, to a large extent, un-
favourable), but most of the transfer ross setion should go to the ground
state. The target should be hosen to be as neutron-rih as possible and
the beam further away from the stability line, possibly even beyond the
drip-line, as in (
11
Li,
13
Li) or (
24
O,
26
O) reations.
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Multi-nuleon transfer reations
In multinuleon transfer reations, the relative weight of the sequential transfer
of single nuleons, of the pair-transfer mode or the more omplex transfer of
lusters has still to be laried, but ertainly the studies of these reations will
allow to investigate the dependene of the pairing orrelation as a funtion of
neutron number. For instane, they will allow to verify whether the two-neutron
separation energy is dropping as a funtion of the neutron exess. This small
separation energy should in fat enhane the pair transfer mode and thus the
probabilities of multi-pair transfer.
Multinuleon transfer reations may also onstitute a valuable tool, at least
in spei mass regions not overed by other means (i.e. atinides and transa-
tinides), to produe neutron-rih isotopes.
Physis ase
1. Spetrosopy of very neutron-rih nulei. Only few ases, in stable
beam experiments, allow to selet hannels orresponding to the transfer of
more than 2-3 nuleons with suÆient A, Z and Q-value resolutions. With
radioative beams, no experiment has been done so far for transfer reations
involving more than two nuleons. Although the total ross setion drops
by a fator of 3 to 4 for eah transferred neutron, transfer reations with
neutron-rih radioative beams may be eetive to populate nulei far away
from stability, as oupled-hannel alulations predit.
Reations of interest for studies of nuleon-orrelation eets should be
investigated, for instane with neutron-rih Sn and Pb beams on heavy
targets. Neutron-rih Se and Xe beams on
238
U targets would be suitable
for produing neutron-rih nulei in the proximity of double-shell losures,
e.g.
78
Ni and
132
Sn, for performing gamma-spetrosopi studies.
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1.3.2 Break-up reations
The study of break-up reations represent an alternative approah with respet
to transfer reations - break-up and transfer to the target (stripping) follow in
priniple the same dynamis - when mathing onditions on the Q-value and
angular momentum, optial potential and sale fator are diÆult to obtain.
Break-up reations require nevertheless energies (tens of MeVA) bigger than
transfer reations (units of MeVA).
Break-up reations have been employed for some time to study halo nulei.
The break-up into the ore and halo nuleon represents the largest part of the
total reation ross setion. The hallenge would be to employ break-up for the
study of nulei whose struture is less dependent on the asymptoti part of the
wave funtion.
Early measurements were mainly foused on total reation ross setions for
the extration of nulear radii. More information an be obtained from neutron-
ore oinidene measurements and orrelations between emitted partiles, whih
may disentangle the Coulomb from the nulear break-up, while the ore-gamma
oinidenes may be a valid spetrosopi tool to study exited states in exoti
nulei.
In the future the study of nulides with unknown mass, as
22
C, experiment
where to explore the reation mehanism and the projetile struture are ex-
peted. If all detetors have good eÆieny and large solid-angle overage, even
an intensity of 10
3
pps would be aeptable.
1.3.3 Coulomb exitation
The Coulomb exitation and (p; p0) inelasti sattering experiments are omple-
mentary to the transfer reations. They will allow, performed in inverse kine-
matis, to study the evolution of the olletivity in these nulei and the hanges
in the neutron and proton densities.
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Physis ase
1. The alium and nikel isotopi hains. The alium and nikel iso-
topi hains extend over a large range of masses, rossing dierent magi
shells or sub-shells. However, presently these isotopi hains an be studied
only in a very limited region of mass.
In the alium isotopi hain, the energy of the rst 2
+
state is known for
nulei between
38
Ca and
52
Ca. The next magi isotopes to investigate ould
be
54
Ca or/and
60
Ca, depending on how the p-n interation and the hanges
in the diuseness of the surfae of very neutron-rih nulei aets the level
ordering of neutron orbitals.
In the nikel isotopi hain, the study of the doubly-magi nulei
48
Ni and
78
Ni is one of the most fasinating query for future failities. Although the
observation of the nikel isotopes spans from
48
Ni
20
[26℄ to
78
Ni
50
[27℄, B(E2;
0
+
! 2
+
) measurements were limited to nulei between
56
Ni and
68
Ni. In
addition,
48
Ni is the mirror nuleus of
48
Ca and mirror symmetry an thus
be tested over a large range of isospin projetion T
Z
. The study of
78
Ni
50
is of primary importane to determine whether the N=50 shell gap is still
present at suh a large neutron exess.
Coulomb exitation of
48
Ni,
78
Ni,
54
Co and
78
Ca nulei an be performed
with beams of 1050 MeVA and intensities of about 10
2
10
4
pps. The de-
termination of single-partile energies and of spetrosopi fators requires
beam intensities 100 times higher. This would give aess to the position
and oupation probability of the orbitals whih are of basi importane to
demonstrate the weakening of the shell eets.
Alternative ways to investigate nikel isotopes an be envisaged, using op-
per and zin indued transfer reations. In this respet, a beam of
80
Zn
with an energy of 2050 MeVA and an intensity of about 10
4
 10
6
pps
would give diret aess to the study of
78
Ni.
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2. New doubly-magi nulei. The disappearane of the N=50 shell, a
redution of the N=82 gap is expeted for large neutron exess. A weaker
spin-orbit potential would result in the appearane of a new magi number
at N=70.
The nulide
110
40
Zr
70
ould therefore be a new doubly-magi nuleus. Coulomb
exitation of zironium isotopes up to A=112 should be performed with
beams of 100 pps and energies of 430 MeVA.
3. The heavy-nulei region. For even heavier nulides, less and less is
known about their shell struture and espeially about the evolution of
magi numbers far from stability. The double magiity of
132
Sn seems to
prevail and it is of muh interest to investigate the behaviour of the N=82
and Z=50 shell for even more neutron-rih systems. On the proton-rih
side, the study of nulei in the viinity of the doubly magi nuleus
100
Sn
should allow us to onrm the assumption of rather rigid shell gaps at both
the N=50 and the Z=50 shells. In the heavy nulei region, only very little
is known about the persistene of the Z=82 and N=126 shell gaps. Similar
to the N=82 shell, it might be expeted that the Z=82 shell is weakened
and new shell or sub-shell gaps appear.
The question of shell gaps and new magi numbers is of ourse also of in-
terest for superheavy elements above uranium. Depending on the model,
magi proton shells are predited at Z=114, 120, 126 with neutron oun-
terparts at N=172 and 184. An experimental exploration of these regions
needs high-intensity, neutron-rih radioative beams with energies around
the Coulomb barrier.
1.3.4 Fusion-evaporation reations
Proton-rih nulei an be approahed either by projetile fragmentation of stable
or radioative nulei or by fusion-evaporation reations using stable or radioa-
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tive projetile-target ombinations. The aeleration of proton-rih radioative
nulei to Coulomb-barrier energies to indue fusion-evaporation reations seems
to be a promising way of produing proton drip-line nulei in the heavier mass
region above tin (Z=50). Primary beams with intensities as high as 10
12
pps are
neessary to reah the two-proton drip-line for tin (predited at mass number
A=96) with a ounting rate of one event per day.
Physis ase
High-spin physis in exoti nulei. A fundamental question in nulear-
struture physis is the limit of angular momentum that a nuleus an sustain.
Studies of ultra-high spins may beome feasible in neutron-rih nulei sine the
added neutrons give enhaned stability against ssion. By approahing this limit,
new exoti nulear shapes are expeted whih beome energetially favoured at
the highest spins owing to their very large moments of inertia.
The main areas of researh are: approahing the limit of highest spins in
neutron-rih nulei near stability, and pushing the limits for high-spin spe-
trosopy towards very neutron-rih nulei. The experimental tehniques for both
frontiers are omplementary. In the rst ase traditional fusion-evaporation re-
ations but indued by very neutron-rih beams will be used, while in the seond
we shall take advantage of the fat that relatively high-spin states an also be
produed in fragmentation reations.
Compound nulei on the neutron-rih side of the valley of stability an be
produed in heavy-ion fusion reations indued by neutron-rih radioative ion
beams. Ultra-high-spin states are best produed in old fusion reations where a
large (negative) Q-value leads to the highest spins even at rather low exitation
energies.
One of the most promising beams for these studies is the doubly-magi
132
Sn. For
the Yb isotopes, there is a long-standing predition of hyperdeformation whih
still awaits onrmation. The reation
132
Sn+
48
Ca ombines the advantages of
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reating a very neutron-rih ompound nuleus that is extremely stable against
ssion, owing to the large neutron exess with a rather low exitation energy. In
this way, neutron-rih Yb isotopes an be studied up to A=178, a nuleus where
urrently only a few low-spin states are known from -deay. Using even more
neutron-rih Sn beams would allow the study of ompletely unknown territory.
1.4 Instrumentation for nulear struture stud-
ies
Experiments with radioative beams have to address the various topis and ob-
servables: atomi masses, radii, shapes and moments, deay properties of exoti
nulei, drip-line phenomena, nulear struture and exitation modes, reation
proesses involving radioative projetiles, heavy and super-heavy nulei. Con-
sequently dierent types of experiments and equipment should be provided in
relation to the topis and energy regimes:
1. Tehniques needed for studying the ground-state properties of exoti nulei,
inluding masses, eletromagneti moments, matter and harge radii, and
observables related to fundamental interations and symmetries;
2. Instrumentation required for nulear struture studies: in-beam gamma-
ray and onversion eletron spetrosopy, deay spetrosopy for tagging
purposes, and -delayed neutron spetrosopy;
3. Development of gamma-ray traking tehniques, detetors, digital signal-
proessing, pulse-shape analysis, and traking algorithms;
4. Instrumentation for reation studies with RIBs, i.e. arrays of multidetetors
for light harged partiles, gamma-rays, heavy fragments, neutrons and
ssion fragments, target and beam requirements;
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5. Spetrometers for ions and harged partiles: gas-lled separators, reoil
mass spetrometers, ray-traing spetrometers and fragment reoil-separators;
6. A speial tehnique, whih ould make use of intense RIBs, muon and
antiproton beams if these were available on the same site;
7. The eletroni and data aquisition systems to be assoiated.
The obtainable RIB intensity obtained is several orders of magnitude less than
that of stable beams. Therefore an eort is needed to extrat information from
data with less statistis both exploiting instrumental improvements and better
phenomena models.
In the following setions we present a short overview of the main nulear
struture topis and the related spei instrumentation, fousing on the new
generation gamma-ray spetrometers, light harge partile detetors, neutron de-
tetors and reoil mass spetrometers.
1.4.1 Gamma-ray spetrometers
Current state-of-the-art detetor arrays suh as EUROBALL [3℄ and GAMMA-
SPHERE [5℄, onsist of hundreds of Compton-suppressed HPGe-detetors in a
4 spherial geometry, plaed at about 30 m from the target and oupled to
standard analogue eletronis. These arrays have an absolute photo-peak eÆ-
ieny of around 10%, a peak-to-total (P/T) ratio of 60% and an intrinsi energy
resolution smaller than 2.3 keV. For reations produing reoils with v/>3%,
the energy resolution is dominated by Doppler broadening, due to the nite size
of the front fae of the HPGe rystals.
The next generation of 4 Ge-arrays to be used at radioative ion beam fail-
ities must be greatly improved in all of the following areas: photopeak eÆieny,
peak-to-total ratio and angular resolution. Ideally, large detetors with high
granularity are needed.
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The reent and future improvement in gamma spetrometer performanes
are shown in gure 1.5. In the piture the sensitivity, that is the inverse of
the minimum observable intensity, is plotted against the spin for variuos nulear
phenomena. As one an see, a big improvement is expeted for the new generation
gamma arrays.
The total photopeak eÆieny using an array of single detetors is limited
by the size of the rystal and obviously by the ost. The maximum photopeak
eÆieny obtained using Compton suppressed detetors of 80% relative eÆieny
is  10%. In addition paking togheter these Ge detetors lose to the target
would degrade the ahievable resolution due to Doppler eets.
A omposite detetor onsists in several Ge rystals paked togheter in the
same ryostat. A detetor with very high photopeak eÆieny an be obtained
when Compton sattering signals inside the detetor are added togheter. This
also improves resolving power - the inverse of the minimum intensity observable
by a gamma-ray spetrometer - due to a better denition of the original photon
diretion and therefore to a better treatement of the Doppler eet. A 4 array
an have photopeak eÆieny higher than 20%. The lover detetor, a four-
leaf omposite detetor, was rst used in the EUROBALL array leading to a
photopeak eÆieny of  3.8% for an angular overage of 2 roughly. The luster
detetors, onsisting of seven lose paked tapered hexagonal Ge rystals, were
positoned in the bakward hemisphere of EUROBALL, leading to an overall
photopeak eÆieny of  4.4% for a 15 luster group.
Further the improvements of the detetor performanes will be ahieved through
the use of the gamma-ray traking method and the removal of the BGO Compton-
suppression shields, resulting in a lose paking of the Ge detetors. The gamma-
ray traking provides the path of a gamma-ray through the detetor by the deter-
mination of the individual interation points. The traking spetrometer onsists
of a large number of highly segmented Ge-rystals, ombined with digital signal
proessing eletronis whih allow (through pulse-shape analysis) the determi-
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Figure 1.5. Plot of the spetrosopi sensitivity as a funtion of spin. Various
arrays, inluding EUROBALL IV (no inner ball) and Gammasphere, are indi-
ated at their approximate level of sensitivity in omparison with AGATA. The
TESSA 1, 2 and 3 arrays onsisted of 4, 6 and 16 ESS respetively. The intensity
distribution for seleted high-spin phenomena is plotted. Normal deformed states
up to spin 50~ in 160Er [28℄ and spin 60~ in 156Dy [29℄ (), the yrast superde-
formed band in 152Dy () [30℄ and exited superdeformed bands in 151Tb (M)
[31℄ and 152Dy (+) [31℄. The links between the superdeformed bands and the
normal deformed strutures in the mass A = 190 region are also shown (). The
gamma-ray energies range from 0 to 1500 keV in this plot.
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nation in 3 dimensions of the gamma-ray interation points, together with the
deposited energy and timing information. The path of the gamma-ray is then
reonstruted using a traking algorithm, based upon the relation between energy
and angle given by the Compton formula.
The performanes of the AGATA array - the new generation gamma array of
highly segmented Ge detetors - are shown in table 1.2 in omparison with a Ge
shell of the same diameter.
Ge-shell AGATA
EÆieny E

=0.1 MeV, M

=1, 0<  <0.5 100% >70%
E

=1 MeV, M

=1, 0<  <0.5 72% '50%
E

=10 MeV, M

=1, 0<  <0.5 15% '10%
E

=1 MeV, M

=30, 0<  <0.5 36% '25%
Peak-to-total ratio E

=1 MeV, M

=1 85% 6070%
E

=1 MeV, M

=30 60% 4050%
Angular resolution 4E=E <1% - better than 1
Maximum rates M

=1 - 3 MHz
M

=30 - 0.3 MHz
Inner free spae 150 mm 170 mm
Table 1.2. Properties as required for AGATA and ompared to an ideal Ge shell
of 9 m thikness and an inner free radius of 150 mm.
1.4.2 Light harge partile detetors: the MUST2 and
TIARA arrays
The detetion of light harged partiles has beome inreasingly popular as an
auxiliary tool for gamma-ray spetrosopy with fusion-evaporation reations.
Partile-gamma oinidenes allow one to dedue indiretly the harge and
mass of the residual nulei, thus providing a seletive trigger signal. A mini-
mal requirement is the apability of disriminating between the dierent types of
inident partiles. High detetion eÆieny is required to redue the number of
high-multipliity events misinterpreted as low-multipliity events. High granular-
ity is required to redue the multiple-hit probability. Further the high eÆieny
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and high granularity will enhane the Doppler orretion apability of the sys-
tem through the reording of angle (and energy, depending on the reation) of
the light partile to dedue the position and energy of the nuleus emmiting the
gamma-ray.
A ommon disrimination tehnique is based upon E or E  E measure-
ments using single silion detetors or multi-layer telesopes. The E  E teh-
nique is employed in the EUCLIDES Si-ball [4℄, operated with the EUROBALL
IV array.
Cesium-iodide sintillators have been employed with good results in arrays
suh as MICROBALL [6℄ at GAMMASPHERE, or DIAMANT [7℄ at EUROBALL.
These arrays allow good partile disrimination and full energy measurement.
However, the absorption and sattering of gamma-rays is relatively high in these
detetors, produing bakground in the gamma spetra.
Future high eÆieny light harged-partile detetion arrays will most likely
be omposed of single silion rystals, relying on pulse-shape tehniques for dis-
rimination.
Present and future physis topis will deal with the study of the nulear
struture of exoti nulei through diret and ompound nulear reations, and in
partiular elasti and inelasti sattering, transfer reations indued on hydro-
gen and helium targets, transfer indued by heavier targets, fusion-evaporation
reations and break-up studies. The requirements by suh experiment of light
harged partile detetor, are enumerated:
1. Solid-angle overage: the full 4 solid angle should be overed. In the ase
of diret reations, the produts of pikup, stripping and elasti sattering
ontribute to over the full angular range. In the ase of fusion-evaporation
reations, it is important not to miss any of the evaporated partiles.
2. Position/angular resolution: in traditional two body reations, the ahiev-
able angular resolution is limited by the beam emittane whih is deter-
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mined by the size and angular divergene of the beam spot at the target.
An atual beam spot of diameter 1.01.5 mm may be ahievable with an
ISOL beam. In ases where beam traking is required, a reonstruted
resolution of the order of 1 mm is also expeted.
3. Energy resolution: a resolution of 50 keV FWHM for 5 MeV alpha partiles
is required for eah stage of the detetion system.
4. Timing resolution: in order to identify the masses of light ions using the
time-of-ight method (where no other identiation method is possible), an
overall timing resolution of 500 ps (FWHM) is required in order to separate
up to mass 8 (e.g.
8
He) at 2 MeVA.
5. Dynami range: the total dynami range should be 0.2 to 300 MeV for the
above reations, in the omplete telesope.
A detetor with suh high perfomanes an not operate properly without
high quality beams. The beam energy resolution is not a ritial variable for
the physis experiments mentioned above, however a timing of tipially 200 ps
at the target is preferrable in order not to represent a limitation in the time of
ight measurements. In addition to this, a beam angular unertainty less than 1
degree, for 1 mm spot, will be required.
Currently, several light harged-partile arrays based on Si-strip tehnology
devoted to radioative beam experiments are in use or under onstrution. The
MUST array [8℄, omprising 8 square silion strip-Si(Li) telesopes, to whih
another layer of CsI sintillators an follow, is intensively used at GANIL.
Seond-generation detetors, whih are under way, are more eÆient and more
ompat than their predeessors through the use of larger-area silion wafers and
miniaturised appliation-spei integrated-iruit (ASIC) eletronis. Atual
detetors that partly fulll requirements are the MUST2 (Frane) [9℄, gure 1.6
and TIARA (Great Britain) detetors [10℄, gure 1.7. The two arrays have dif-
ferent speiations that make them almost omplementary devies.
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The harged partiles telesopes (Si-SiLi-CsI(Tl)) of the MUST array have a
large dynami range. This implies that the telesopes are bulky and not transpar-
ent to gamma-rays. The TIARA array on the ontrary has simplied detetors
arranged to ahieve ompatness and high angular overage. In fat it onsists
of silion strip detetors spanning 85% of 4 with a thiknes of 300 m. Its
main feature is an otagonal shaped barrel made from 8 silion detetors, eah
approximately 100 mm in length and omprising 4 (single-side) resistive strips,
position sensitive along the beam diretion. The barrel has a radius of 35 mm
to allow gamma-ray detetors to be plaed as lose as 50 mm from the target to
maximize their eÆieny.
The subjet of the present thesis is the study and development of a light-
harge partile detetor to fulll the previous requirements.
Figure 1.6. The MUST array onsists of 8 Si(Li) strips telesopes. CsI rystals
are added to the system for appliations where higher energy partile are needed
to be deteted.
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TIARA
www.ph.surrey.ac.uk/npg/tiara
octagonal barrel,
longitudinally resistive strips
Both ends of barrel covered
using further silicon strips
Figure 1.7. The TIARA array has an otagonal barrel and two double-side Si
strips end-aps. It overs a wide part of the solid angle and an be ouple with a
gamma array arranging a limited number of Ge detetors very lose to the target
on the barrel part of TIARA.
1.4.3 Detetors for fast neutrons
The availability of high-performane neutron detetion systems at the RIB fail-
ities is needed for dierent key experiments, where neutron energies an range
from 0100 MeVA. In this setion only fast neutron detetion is disussed.
The intrinsi neutron detetion eÆienies for energies in the range men-
tioned above is typially of the order of 3050%. A high overall eÆieny an
be ahieved by maximising the solid-angle overage.
Current state-of-the-art neutron apparati inlude liquid-sintillator arrays suh
as the EDEN apparauts [11℄, DEMON [12℄, or the neutron wall [13℄ as desribed
below.
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The neutron wall, presently installed at GANIL, is a 1 liquid sintillator
based neutron detetor array. It an be plaed in the forward hemisphere of a
gamma-ray spetrometer. Together with a 4 detetor for light harged parti-
les, the neutron wall and the gamma-ray spetrometer forms a very eÆient
experimental set-up for studies of the struture of exoti nulides, loated on the
proton-rih side of the line of beta stability.
The neutron wall array onsists of one pentagonal and fteen hexagonal de-
tetors. The two dierent types of hexagonal detetors are sub-divided into three
detetor segments, while the pentagonal detetor, loated at 0 degrees relative
to the inoming beam, is sub-divided into ve segments. The distane from the
target to the fae of the front of neutron detetors is 51 m while the thikness
of eah detetor segment is 15 m.
The neutron-gamma disrimination is performed by ombining pulse-shape
analysis, based on the zero-ross-over (ZCO) time method and the time-of-ight
(TOF) from the target to the detetors. For eah event, in addition to the ZCO
and TOF parameters, the harge integrated anode signal (QVC) is read out to
possibly ontribute to a better neutron-gamma disrimination.
In a symmetri fusion-evaporation reation, the one neutron detetion ef-
ieny of the neutron wall is 25-30%. After the disrimination of sattered
neutrons, between adjaent segments, the eÆieny for two neutrons detetion is
about 3%.
In the future the use of dierent neutron detetion arrays depending on the
energy regime is envisaged.
1.4.4 Reoil mass spetrometers
Separators and spetrometers represent fundamental tools when heavy reation
produts have to be seleted from a large ux of ontaminants and to be uniquely
identied, espeially when their short lifetimes require in-ight tehniques (ight-
time is typially of the order of 1 s).
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The physial separation among the partiles provides a bakground redution
by several orders of magnitude at the foal plane and thus a dramati redution
of the detetor load and random-oinidene rate. The haraterisation of the
transmitted partiles aording to the dispersion parameter (momentum, mass,
veloity, et.) allows further seletion during the on-o line analysis.
The use of spetrometers requires high quality beam: small spot size ( 1
mm
2
) denition on a thin target, stable beam fousing as well as good energy
and time denitions.
Several spetrometers have been designed to trae ions trajetories in multi-
neutron transfer, deep-inelasti and other binary reations. The apparati provide
large solid angle aeptane (100 msr) and dediated entrane and exit detetor
to obtain position and angle measurements for the trajetory reonstrution as
well as energy and time information for identiation of the nulides. Examples
of suh spetrometers are PRISMA [14℄ at INFN-LNL, VAMOS [15℄ at GANIL
and MAGNEX [16℄ at INFN-LNS, gure 1.3.
B (Tm) Aeptane 
 (msr) E=E M=M
PRISMA 1.2 10% 80 1/1000 1/300
VAMOS 1.8 5% 100 1/1000 -
MAGNEX 1.8 10% 52 1/1000 1/200
Table 1.3. Speiations of three existing ray-traing spetrometers. In the
table the aeptane is referred to the momentum aeptane of the ion entering
the spetrometer and the mass resolution is intended via TOF.
In the fusion-evaporation reation the reoils are onentrated within an an-
gle of a few degrees, (2  6) degrees, around the beam diretion. Therefore a
spetrometer must operate at zero degrees and provide adequate beam separa-
tion in order to analyse suh produts. Two basi strategies are used to separate
the beam-like partiles: the inlusion of the eletri-eld element (projetiles and
produts have quite dierent eletri rigidities) or the use of proper degraders
to modify the magneti rigidities aording to the dierent nulear harge of the
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partiles. The rst approah is used in the veloity separators and reoil mass
spetrometers, the seond in the gas lled separators and (at higher energies) in
the fragment separators. Examples of reoil separators are RITU [17℄ at JYFL
and SHIP [18℄ at GSI. The last generation of reoil mass spetrometers is rep-
resented by several, very similar, instruments like CAMEL [19℄ at INFN-LNL,
FMA [20℄ at ANL, the JAERI RMS [21℄ and the Oak Ridge HRIBF RMS [22℄.
Chapter 2
Detetor simulation and design
In this hapter the main detetor speiations are obtained by theoretial al-
ulations and simulations. The simulations for rening the theoretial estima-
tions are performed using the Geant4 ode. The results are analysed through
the GASPware tools. Finally the estimates are ompared among the dierent
TRACE prototypes and various detetors already in use (EUCLIDES, MUST2,
TIARA).
2.1 Design riteria
The new TRaking Array for light Charged partile Ejetiles (TRACE) is par-
tiularly suited for fusion-evaporation and diret reations.
Nowadays diret reation investigations are performed using already existing
detetors in Europe: TIARA and MUST. They have harateristis optimized for
spei physis goals: TIARA as anillary for EXOGAM, therefore transparent
to gamma rays and identifying only the diretion of the emitted harged partile,
MUST as detetor for harged partile spetrosopy up to relatively high energy
and therefore not well transparent to gamma rays. In view of the new beams that
will be delivered by the radioative and high intensity beams failities in Europe,
it is expeted that in a rst phase of development the intense beams will be used
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for nulear spetrosopy, mainly via fusion-evaporation reations. However the
possibility to use the detetor, envisaged for fusion-evaporation reations, or a
slightly modied version for diret reation studies an not be disarded.
The estimations presented in the following for the proposed detetor are ob-
tained onsidering an high intensity ion beam: an hypotheti experiment with a
100 pnA beam intensity, a target with a thikness of 1 mg/m
2
, a total reation
ross setion of 1000 mb and a maximum number of evaporated harged partiles
equal to 6.
Material
The rst step in the development of a new detetor is the hoie of the material.
The base riterion in the seletion is to satisfy the spei goal for whih the
instrument is reated. As TRACE is designed to be plaed in the inner free
spae of a Ge array, silion beomes a quasi obliged hoie. In fat the silion
has several properties whih represent the good ompromise for the required
appliations:
 traspareny;
 energy resolution;
 material with well known properties, et.
 eonomiity;
EÆieny
One important property that should be maximized is the eÆieny. A total
eÆieny lower than 1 indues a broadening of the measured fold and therefore
an overlap between the neighboring measured folds. To minimize the overlap
between adjaent hannels we need to maximize the eÆieny. In order to do
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that, various parameters must be optimized: the overed solid angle, the low
energy threshold for the detetion of harged partiles, et.
The overed solid angle is imposed mainly by geometrial onstraints:
 entrane and exit holes for the beam (for holes with diameter of 5 mm
2
)
S
holes
/S
tot
= 0.0002 = 0.02%; for holes with retangular shape 20 x 20 mm
2
) S
holes
/S
tot
= 0.003 = 0.3%).
 supporting frames for eah silion wafer, whih an over a portion of the
detetor surfae lose to the wafer edges where also the guard rings are
loated and it is therefore not ative; the width of this inative region is of
the order of 1 mm for the thiker detetor (the outer inative portion has
the pratial estimation of 70% of the detetor thikness), and negligible for
the thinner one. For the wafers with dimensions of 40 x 80 mm
2
(maximum
dimensions for the 4-inhes tehnology available at ITC-IRST [71℄), the
ratio of the inative surfae (along the 4 sides) to the total surfae of the
wafer is [(40+80) mm x 1 mm x 2℄/(40x80) mm
2
= 240/3200 mm
2
= 7.5%.
If the wafers are plaed in the same plane, the overed solid angle is therefore
redued to 92.5%. If the wafers are plaed suh that the inative surfaes
overlap on the two short sides of the four sides of the wafer (we assume to
have not eletroni read-out bonded to the long sides), the inative surfae
is redued by only 6% to 94% of the full solid angle. However, it ould result
onvenient from the mehanial point of view to not overlap the wafers.
 the read-out strips pulled on the short side over around (100 m x 10
rows x 40 mm)/3200 mm
2
= 40 / 3200 mm
2
= 1.25%. Together with the
previous 7.5% redution, the resulting total solid angle is around 90% of
4.
The eÆieny is also limited by tehnologial onstraints:
 the thikness range of the wafer that an be handled and delivered is often
inluded in the interval 150 m1.5 mm. This implies that the lower
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threshold for the detetion of an alpha partile is 16 MeV and for a proton
is 4 MeV. In a reation like
40
Ca on
92
Mo at 200 MeV, nearly 40% of the
bakward emitted alpha partiles have energies below 16 MeV, whih are
stopped in the E detetor of 150 m and therefore esape identiation.
The resulting eÆieny of the full detetor for alpha partiles is therefore
redued to about 60%. One should therefore try to use a thinner detetor
at bakward angles: for 50 m the range is 8 MeV for alpha partiles and 2
MeV for protons. In the same
40
Ca on
92
Mo reation the number of stopped
alpha partiles in the E detetor is only 10% and the eÆieny rises to
80%.
 the analysis tehnique used in tradional anillaries exploiting the E  E
tehnique, like EUCLIDES, avoids partially the problem by assuming that
all partiles releasing more than a xed threshold (e.g. 8 MeV) in the
E detetor are alpha-partiles. With a more segmented detetor this
assumption an be extended to even lower energies sine the probability of
multiple proton hit (from the same ompound nuleus) in a single pad will
be very low.
Counting rate
A seond important limitation is imposed by the maximum ounting rate in a
single element of the detetor and its homogeneous distribution on the whole
solid angle.
The estimated ounting rate in fusion-evaporation reations with a high in-
tensity beam of 100 pnA, a target thikness of 1 mg/m
2
, and a total reation
ross setion of 1000 mb, in whih the number of evaporated harged partiles
is 6, is  410
6
Hz. The rate of partile detetion in a 80% ative solid angle
detetor is  210
7
Hz.
Based on the experiene with the Eulides detetor, a single segment of the
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Eulides module whih has an ative (forward) surfae of 2.5 m
2
, the ounting
rate is around 20 kHz with a beam intensity  10 pnA. It is required 10 times
more segmentation for a 100 pnA beam urrent, i.e. pads with dimensions of 
4x4 mm
2
to keep the rate within the 20 kHz.
Due to kinematial fousing, the ounting rate diminishes towards the bak-
ward angles. In a possible barrel geometry with otagonal basis having an
apothem of 8 m, the angle overed by the forward end-ap positioned at 8 m
from the target is 2 x 45
Æ
= 90
Æ
. If the rate diminishes by a fator of two in the
angular range between 45
Æ
and 90
Æ
, the pad dimensions an be inreased to 8x8
mm
2
. At bakward angles beyond 90
Æ
a further redution of the ounting rate by
a fator two is expeted and therefore pads with dimensions even larger than 8x8
mm
2
an be used. However, pratial reasons related to osts and simpliity to
handle detetors of various type lead to prefer at maximum two kind of detetor
segmentation, in pads of 4x4 mm
2
and 8x8 mm
2
.
Segmentation
It results from the above estimations that the full detetor might inlude modules
with two dierent segmentation, ranging from  4x4 mm
2
at forwards angles
and 8x8 mm
2
at bakward angles. With suh a design, the forward end-ap
segmented in pads of 4x4 mm
2
is also adequate for diret reation studies. For
the segmentation in pads of 4x4 mm
2
, the angular resolution is in the range 2.1
Æ
-
2.9
Æ
, while for segmentation of 8x8 mm
2
the resulting angular resolution is in the
range 4.2
Æ
-5.7
Æ
.
On the other hand building dierent detetors for eah angular range inreases
the ost of the array and auses problems with spare parts, probably ritial for
intense beam experiments.
However, one should keep in mind that the maximum thikness of our silion
wafers of 1.5 mm enables the measurement of protons up to only 15 MeV, and
therefore are not suitable for partile spetrosopy above this threshold. This
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implies that for diret reation studies the harged-partile detetor should be
neessarily used in onjuntion with an eÆient gamma-ray detetor like AGATA.
The AGATA array an work at a trigger rate of 310
6
Hz and, therefore, it will
be more ompatible with beam intensities of the order of  50 pnA.
For the geometry with an otagonal basis, the losest to the irle basis and
therefore with best angular denition, with a 80 mm lenght side, the surfae of
one triangle of the otagon is (80x80)/2=3200 mm
2
, whih is idential with the
surfae of one module of the lateral surfae (80x40=3200 mm
2
). Assuming a
segmentation in pads of 4x4 mm
2
, one obtains an estimation of the number of
pads of the forward end-ap of (3200/16)x8=1600 hannels for the E detetor,
whih leads to 3200 for the E  E detetor.
If we assume a 8x8 mm
2
segmentation for the lateral faes and the bakward
end-ap we obtain 800 (bakward 8x8 mm
2
) + 3200 8x8 mm
2
(lateral faes) =
4000 hannels. The total number of hannels is 7.200, whih an be read-out with
7200/128= 56 hips of 128 hannels or 112 hips of 64 hannels. The preliminary
solution ould be therefore an hybrid segmentation in pads: 4x4 mm
2
forward
end-ap and 8x8 mm
2
for the lateral surfae of the barrel and bakward end-ap.
Comparison between pad or strips solution for the segmentation.
The sizeble number of hannels resulting from the above estimations ould be
redued using strips instead of pads: in fat the number of pads, onsidering a
square surfae with N unitary length eletrodes on a side, inreases as N
2
while
the number of strips as 2N (for a double side detetor). The heat dissipation and
the ost would disourage the use of the pad segmentations. On the other hand
it results that the pad over strip surfae ratio is equal to n
strip
/N, where n is the
number of strip per pad. Based on this the energy resolution of a single pad is
expeted to be better than that of the strip, beause their apaitanes are in the
same ratio, if the number of strips per pad (n
strip
) overtakes the number of pads
(N ) in the same module. The ounting rate and the multiple hits probability,
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onsidering an isotropi partile emission, are again in the same ratio. The dam-
age following the breaking of a single pad is limited with respet to that of a strip
for the same reason. Finally if two Si detetor with pad or strip segmentation but
with the same number of hannels equal to N
2
are ompared, the performanes of
the Si-pad detetor result to be better than the strip one onsidering that n
strip
should be equal to N /2 to have the same number of hannels.
A 4 detetor solution for the geometry.
An other remarkable and questionable subjet is wheter it is absolutely neessaty
to have a 4 detetor. The spatial onguration of the detetor is mainly imposed
by the type of the used reation. Dealing with transfer and fusion-evaporation
reations the inverse kinematis will be favoured with the advent of radioative
beams. The inverse kinematis for transfer (elasti, inelasti, stripping and pik-
up) reation [62℄ shows that a 4 detetor is neessary to detet all the target-like
partiles. A mass separator or a magneti spetrometer might be useful to detet
projetile-like partiles sattered at zero-degree.
The fusion-evaporation reations, both in diret and inverse kinematis, require
the use of a 4 partile array. In fat the partile ejeted from the ompound nu-
leus has an isotropi emission probability in the entre of mass frame. A partile
array overing the full solid angle would limit the drop in statistis espeially for
the low energy partiles emitted in the bakward hemisphere.
2.2 Simulation framework
The simulation framework, gure 2.1, reets the main areas present in a real ex-
periment, whih inludes the physis event, the detetotion set-up and response,
and the data analisys. In the simulation the event generation is employed to
generate the physis produts in the reation of interest, the instrumentation
(gamma spetrometer and anillary devies) is built to resemble as losely as
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possible the real one, and the analysis tools are the same used in the analysis of
the experimental data.
The generated produts are olleted by the detetion system present in the
experimental set-up. The gamma data are ltered by two algorithms, the pulse
shape analysis (PSA) and the gamma-ray traking, while the partile information
are stored for the next analysis.
The PSA algorithm [33℄, whih is emulated with a smearing of the interation
oordinates, onerns the spatial loalization of the gamma emitted in the rea-
tion while the traking algorithm is devoted to the gamma path reonstrution
from the gamma energy release and interation point [34℄.
All the data are then merged and organized in matries and spetra to be
further analized.
2.2.1 Event generator
Various event generators are available to simulate dierent types of nulear rea-
tions from Coulomb to fragmentation reations.
The fusion-evaporation ode [35℄ is based on the physis extrated from the
Casade ode [61℄, whih is a Monte Carlo ode based on a parametri ross
setion alulation. The generator input is the output le from Casade, on-
taining information on the reation energy, projetile and target nulei, and open
hannels ross setions. The generator extrats with a ertain probability every
residual nuleus in the reation and produes partile emission to reah, from
the ompound, the residual nuleus and a gammay deay spetrum that reets
the residual gamma spetrum. The gamma spetrum is produed by the GAM-
MAware pakage [36℄, whih ontains a database of dierent gamma spetra from
dierent nulei, starting from a random gamma-ray and following the relative
gamma-asade. The generator output is formatted for the AGATA simulator,
paragraph 2.2.2.
The diret reation ode is based on the physiss extrated from the DWUCK4
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Figure 2.1. The simulation framework onerns all the steps of a real experi-
ment: the event generator (nulear reation physis), the detetion set-up (anil-
lary and gamma-array response), the PSA and traking algorithm (data sorting
for analysis) and data analysis.
program [37℄, whih allows the alulation of sattering and reation observ-
ables for binary nulear reations using the Distorted Waves Born Approximation
(DWBA). The generator onverts the ross setion, alulated by the DWUCK4
in the enter of mass referene frame (CM), into the laboratory referene frame
(LAB) ross setion and it extrats with a Monte Carlo algorithm the diretion
of the partiles to be emitted with their orresponding energy and time. The
gamma-rays related to the residual nuleus are loaded from a text le. The gen-
erator inludes the beam energy lost in the target before interation, the ejetile
energy and angle as well as the diretional and energy straggling of both ejetile
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and reoil nuleus after the interation. In fat an interation point is randomly
hoosen passing through the thin target and using the TRIM/SRIM ode [38℄ the
beta and angular distributions of the reation produts are alulated. The two
body kinematis after the interation is also alulated. The generator inludes
the possibility to onsider a nite beam spot on target. Finally an event le is
written with the proper format for the main AGATA simulation ode.
A model for transfer reations: the DWUCK4 ode
The importane of diret reations in the study of many-body ompliated nulear
system is related to the simpliity and exatness in the information dedued for
the low-energy quantum states. Diret reations populate low-lying states of
the nulei, allowing to get information about the relation (overlap) between the
ground state of the residual nuleus and the target.
A stripping reation, (d,p) for instane, gives information about the similarity
between the state of the residual nuleus and the target ground state plus a
nuleon in a partiular shell model orbit. This gives important lues about the
validity of the shell model.
The DWUCK4 program is a mathematial ode whih allows the alulation of
sattering and reation observables for binary nulear reations using the DWBA.
The alulations are performed using a zero-range alulations. The spin of the
projetiles are also taken into aount.
As an example the ross setion of the light partile produed in the reation
d(
47
Ti,
48
T i)p onsidering various bombarding energy is presented in gure 2.2.
The rst 2
+
state in
48
Ti has an exitation energy of 985 keV. The dierential
ross setion is alulated onsidering a transfer of a neutron in the shell orbit
with angular momentum `=3.
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Figure 2.2. Cross setion alulation in the enter of mass referene for the
diret population of the 2
+
state (938 keV) in
48
Ti for the reation d(
47
Ti,
48
Ti)p.
Various beam energies are onsidered in the laboratory frame.
2.2.2 The AGATA spetrometer
The fully operative TRACE detetor will be used as an anillary with the new
generation gamma spetrometers, like AGATA, onsisting of highly segmented,
high-purity germanium detetors and exploting the novel onepts of pulse shape
analysis and gamma-ray traking.
These tehniques require the use of highly eletrially segmented (36 fold)
germanium rystals ombined with digital eletronis in order to identify the
positions of the photon interations within the rystals through a detailed anal-
ysis of the signal shape. The energies of the emitted photons are subsequently
extrated by traking the sattering sequenes of eah gamma-ray.
The pulse shape analysis tehniques involve the omparison of the digitized
pulses from highly segmented germanium rystals with a basis of referene signals,
eah of them orresponding to a well loalized single interation point. Suh
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a basis should be onstruted experimentally, but in pratie it is reprodued
via detailed eletri eld and harge transportation alulations. The preision
with whih the interation point an be extrated from the experimental pulses
depends ritially on the referene basis, therefore a large eort is needed to
alulate referene signals as realisti as possible, whih should then be ompared
with a few seleted experimental points.
In order to perform a good quality Doppler orretion, it will be of the outmost
importane to determine the position of the rst interation of eah photon at a
muh better level than the usual assumption of the entre of gravity of the whole
rystal.
One the individual interation points are known, it is possible, in priniple, to
reonstrut the sattering sequene of a photon, sine for eah Compton sattering
there is a relation between the sattering angle and the energies of the inoming
and of the sattered photon.
The two existing algorithms [34℄ developed for AGATA rely on two dier-
ent and omplementary approahes. In the ase of the forward traking, the
sattering sequene is followed from the origin of the gamma-rays up to the last
interation point. In the ase of the bakward traking, a andidate for the last
interation point is hosen exploiting the fat that a photoeletri absorption de-
posits typially an energy of the order of 100 keV, and the sattering sequene is
followed bakwards up to the origin of the radiation. In both ases, lusters not
satisfying the Compton sattering relation an be disarded, thus improving the
P/T ratio of the spetra without the need for Compton suppression shields.
If a large solid angle is overed with segmented germanium detetors, the
ombination of pulse shape analysis and gamma-ray traking allows for a very
high photopeak eÆieny together with a good P/T ratio. In addition, the preise
determination of the initial diretion of eah photon will allow for a good Doppler
orretion also at relativisti reoil energies, maintaining the quality of the spetra
in onditions whih would be prohibitive for the present arrays.
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The nal detetor geometry for AGATA has been hosen and optimized on
the basis of detailed Monte Carlo simulations for the full array, whih is omposed
of 180 rystals, having three irregular hexaonial shapes, grouped into 60 triple
lusters within the same ryostat to minimize the amount of dead material in
between. The main AGATA features in omparison with the atual arrays are
shown in table 2.1
AGATA today's array
M

= 1 jM

=30 M

= 1 jM

=30
eÆieny (%) 40 j 25 10 j 5
peak to total ratio (%) 65 j 50 55 j 40
angular resolution (keV) 6 40
rates (MHz) 3 j 0.3 1 j 0.02
Table 2.1. The expeted features of the future AGATA arrray are ompared
with already existing apparati. The value in the ells are for low and high fold,
multipliity 1 and 30 respetively.
2.2.3 Analysis tools
The simulated data are analyzed with standard tools from the GASPWARE [39℄
pakage (gsort, mat, et.) developped at Legnaro/Padova to treat data from
GASP/EUROBALL arrays. The programs allow the standard operations both
on the experimental and on the simulated data. In the future ROOT environment
programs are going to be developped for the o and on-line analysis of the AGATA
spetrometer plus anillary detetors.
Before being analyzed, the data for the simuled detetors are smeared to
obtain a positional unertainty of 5 mm, as supposed to get by the PSA algorithm,
and sent to a traking ode. After traking this the data are onverted in proper
format for the subsequent analysis.
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2.3 The TRACE detetor
Dierent ongurations were onsidered during the simulations to validate the
estimations and possibly rene them. In priniple a simple detetor geomertry
overing the whole solid angle an onsist of a barrel with two end-aps. The
available ative materials, the passive parts and the segmentation have the main
impat on the prototype performanes in term of traspareny to gamma rays,
seletion of the reation hannel and Doppler orretion.
The various ongurations are obtained starting with a square geometry for
the end-aps. However, geometries loser to a ylindrial barrel (hexagonal or
otagonal) an be easily obtained based on the same retangular prototype seg-
mented with pads of 4x4 mm
2
. The general idea is to keep the detetor as far
as possible from the soure to have a smaller ounting rate on the individual
segment and also to preserve unaltered the required angular resolution. The de-
tetor with its eletronis must be in any ase ontained in the reation hamber
tting the available spae (' 24 m
3
) in the interior of the gamma spetrometer.
2.3.1 Simulation of the geometry: otagonal, hexagonal,
square barrel
Various geometries were arefully investigated to extrat features that ould en-
hane the detetor performanes.
The simulated end-aps have simple geometries and with their shapes dene
the number of barrel sides as well. The assumed geometries are shown in g-
ure 2.3 and 2.4 for the square (TRACE4), hexagonal (TRACE6) and otagonal
(TRACE8) shapes of the prototype, respetively. The TRACE dimensions t
well with the dimensions of the AGATA spetrometer and a possible spherial
reation hamber.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.3. View of the TRACE4 detetor: (a) prototype oupled with the
AGATA 2; (b) prototype in a reation hamber whih ts with the AGATA
interior spae (' 24 m
3
).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.4. The TRACE prototypes: (a) the TRACE6 hexagonal-like prototype
with the 5 dierent geometries of the 52 Si telesopes drawn with dierent olours;
(b) the TRACE8 otagonal prototype onsisting of 48 telesopes of 4 dierent
shapes (dierent olour in the gure); the Al absorber is also visible in the interior
of the detetor prototypes.
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2.4 Detetor performanes
2.4.1 Transpareny
Every anillary detetor introdues undesired materials, ative and passive, be-
tween the target and Ge array, whih leads to the absorption and sattering of
the emitted gamma-rays. A rotational asade of the 30 gamma-rays is used to
test the impat of the anillary detetor over the gamma-ray spetrometer. The
traspareny of the TRACE prototype to gamma-rays has a signiant eets on
the photopeak eÆieny and peak-to-total ratio, but as an be seen in gure 2.5
and gure 2.6 these eets are similar to those of other harged partile detetors.
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Figure 2.5. Peak to total ratio (%) for the gamma spetrometer obtained on-
sidering a rotational gamma asade passing through the anillary devie and
being reorded by the germanium detetor. The asade has a multipliity equal
to 30 and the gamma-rays are equally spaed of 100 keV between eah other
starting by 80 keV; the beta reoil is 0%.
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Figure 2.6. Absolute Photopeak EÆieny (%)for the gamma spetrometer ob-
tained onsidering a rotational gamma asade punhing through the anillary
devie and being reorded by the germanium detetor. The asade has a multi-
pliity equal to 30 and the gammas are equally spaed of 100 keV between eah
other starting by 80 keV; the beta reoil is 0%.
2.4.2 Partile disrimination
One of the key feature of the TRACE detetor is its apability to disrimintate
partiles among them using a E   E tehnique implemented by a two-layers
telesope whih made the system a quite robust apparatus. Albeit the pulse
shape analysis might have a paramount importane in the absolute performane
of suh an apparatus the telesope guarantees longer use.
The E E matries obtained onsidering the
32
S (125MeV )+
40
Ca fusion-
evaporation reation are presented in gure 2.7 and in gure 2.8 (a) and (b) for
the various geometries of the TRACE prototypes.
The apparent dierenes among the matries an not badly inuene the
apability of disriminating the various reation hannel. In fat the eetive
thiknesses rossed by the partiles are very dierent for eah modules by whih
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Figure 2.7. The E   E matrix for the TRACE4 detetor, onsidering one
milion of event from the reation
32
S (125MeV ) +
40
Ca.
the whole detetor is omposed. This leads to hyperbolas slightly dierent for
eah modules as well. The eet is learly point out on the next gure 2.9, and
gure 2.10 (a) and (b). The spetra obtained in oinidenes with at least 2 alpha
partiles and 3 protons are shown in the gure 2.11 (a) and (b).
Nevertheless the matries represent a good test of detetor apability to se-
let the reation hannel, they are not suÆient tool to disriminate among the
TRACE geometries.
2.4.3 EÆieny and multiple hit probability
A good harge partile detetor should have a high eÆieny to avoid a broaden-
ing of the measured fold and therefore an overlap between the reation hannels.
The multiple hit event, whih takes plae when more than one partile hits
simultaneously the same segment, ontributes to the overall onting rate and it is
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Figure 2.8. The E  E matrix for the TRACE detetor protypes onsidering
one milion of event from the reation
32
S (125MeV ) +
40
Ca: (a) TRACE6; (b)
TRACE8.
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Figure 2.9. The E  E barrel matrix for the TRACE4 detetor, onsidering
one milion of event from the reation
32
S (125MeV ) +
40
Ca. The enlargment on
the alpha urve evidenes the dierent thiknesses rossed by the partiles.
aeted by the eÆieny of the apparatus. A theoretial estimation of the number
of hannels needed to redue the multiple hit probability an be performed.
If M partiles are emitted in oinidene with an isotropi distribution, the
probability that k < M partiles hit a same segment simultaneously is [40℄:
P (M; k) =

M
k


k
(1  )
M k
(2.1)
The probability of multiple hit an be estimated summing P(M,0) to P(M,1),
assuming a multipliity M = 6 for a fusion-evaporation reation and a segment
with a geometri eÆieny " =


4
. The probability of deteting less than two
partiles in the same segment, onsidering N segments overing the 4 solid
angle, is more than 99% onsidering a segmentation of 1000 pads with 8x8 mm
2
dimensions overing the whole 4 solid angle.
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Figure 2.10. The E E matrix for the two end aps of the TRACE4 detetor,
onsidering one milion of event from the reation
32
S (125MeV ) +
40
Ca: (a) the
forward end ap matrix shows that urves are tinner with respet to the ones in
gure 2.9; (b) the bakward end ap matrix shows a drop of the eÆieny.
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Figure 2.11. Gamma-ray spetra obtained in oinidene with the partiles
emission in the reation
32
S (125MeV ) +
40
Ca. (a) zoom of the rst 2
+
exited
state of
64
Ge spetrum obtained in oinidenes with the emission of two  par-
tiles; (b) zoom of the
69
As spetrum obtained in onidene with the emission
of three protons.
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The reation kinemati ontributes to augment the detetors opening angle
in the forward hemisphere due to the in-ight emission from a reoiling nuleus.
This eet doesn't signiatively inuene the previous alulation for the typial
fusion-evaporation reoil veloity (. 5%).
The eÆieny an be also alulated from the expression (2.1):
P (M; k)
P (M; k   1)
=
I
; k
I
; k 1
=
M   k + 1
k
"
1  "
(2.2)
where I
; k
is the gamma-ray intensity relative to the reation hannel orrespond-
ing to the emission of k partiles and " is the eÆieny for the  partiles ("

) or
the protons ("
p
). The eÆieny for the  partiles (' 40%) is obtained through
the ratio of the intensities of the rst 2
+ 64
Ge transition in oinidene with the
emission of 2 and 1 partiles in the reation
32
S (125MeV ) +
40
Ca. The eÆ-
ieny for the proton (' 55%) is evaluated onsidering the rst 2
+ 70
Se transition
in oinidenes with 2 proton and 1 proton respetively.
2.4.4 Doppler orretion
The Doppler eet ours when a photon is emitted from a reoiling nuleus. The
observed energy E
s
of a gamma ray from a nuleus moving at veloity  =
v

,
where  is the light veloity in the vauum, is:
E
s
= E
0
p
1  
2
1  os 
 E
0
(1 + os ) (2.3)
where E
0
is the energy of the nuleus in the rest frame and  is the emission
angle relative to the trajetory of the nuleus in the laboratory frame. The
approximation leads for   0:05.
The Doppler shift is proportional to the energy of the reoil and follows a
osine rule depending on the angle between the reoiling nuleus and the emitted
gamma-ray.
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The unertainty on the shifted energy is expressed as follow:

4E

E


2
=

sin 
1  os 

(4)
2
 

  + os 
(1  
2
)(1  os )

(4)
2
+

4E
intr
E


2
(2.4)
The expression (2.4) inludes the eets of the  unertainty in the photon
sattering angle, the  spread in the reoil veloity and the E

intrinsi
detetor resolution. The ontribution of eah term is presented in gure 2.12 (a)
and (b) for arbitrary values of the angle and energy unertainties and onsidering
a detetor with a E
intr
=E

=0.2%.
On the other hand the dependene of the Doppler broadening on the angle 
between the gamma-ray diretion and the reoil veloity vetor, gure 2.13 (a)
and (b), an be estimated onsidering =0.5
Æ
and =1%.
Aording with the equation (2.4) an anillary detetor an redue Doppler
broadening determining the reoil energy and diretion. In spite of a perfet re-
onstrution of the veloity and diretion of the reoil nuleus, the best ahievable
energy resolution has a lower limit due to the opening angle of the detetor reord-
ing the gamma-ray. This limit is dereasing by the new gamma spetrometer,
whih an determine the position of rst interation by traking the gamma-ray.
For a xed geometry (TRACE8) the detetor segmentation ontemporary
ontributes to the angular and energy terms in the expression (2.4). In fat the
veloity vetor of the heavy reoil is reonstruted through the determination of
the emitted light harged partile energy and diretion by the anillary detetor.
The interation point and energy release of the partile olleted in the anillary
are inuened by the pad dimension and nally by the anillary segmentation.
In order to investigate the segmentation impat on the Doppler orretion
dierent reations have been simulated: proton pik-up transfer reations, suh
as Ca or Ti in inverse kinematis on a deuteron target, and
32
S (125MeV )+
40
Ca,
28
Si (140MeV ) +
28
Si,
56
Ni (250MeV ) +
40
Ca for fusion-evaporation reations.
In all those reations the kinematis limits the energy of the reoil to a few
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Figure 2.12. The Doppler broadening as a funtion of the unertainty in the
reoil veloity vetor, for dierent valules of the
v

parameter: (a) angular term
ontribution for a =10
Æ
; (b) energy term ontribution for =10
Æ
.
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Figure 2.13. Contributions in the Doppler broadening as a funtion of the angle
 between the gamma-ray diretion and the reoil veloity vetor, for a xed value
of the
v

parameter: (a) angular term ontribution for =0.5
Æ
; (b) energy term
ontribution for =1%.
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perentage units of the veloity of light.
In inverse kinematis transfer reations the reoil nuleus is sattered to small
angles with respet to the beam line. Considering a typial beam energy of 10
MeVA the reoil has a  lose to 5% of the light veloity. Transfer reations
are used to investigate the rst exited levels of unknown nullei in the neutron
rih side and the energy are often moderate. Based on this, the segmentation
needed to obtain the best energy resolution, as it woud be if the exat reoil
diretion and energy are known, is less than 1x1 mm
2
: beyond any reasonable
tehnologial limits. This would be atually reaheble with a number of segments
going to innity.
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Figure 2.14. The Doppler orreted energy resolution as a funtion of the
detetor segmentation: the realibrated gamma energy is the rst 2
+
exited
state, whose energy is less than 1 MeV, of the nulide under interest. The rst
points far to the left indiate the energy resolution ahievable with an innite
number of segments.
The segmentation ontribution to the Doppler orretion is limited by the
narrow sattering one of the reoil nuleus: the error on the sattering diretion
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is always limited, by denition, to the maximum one opening, that means an
unertainty of 100%. The result obtained from the simulation is that a very high
segmentation is quite useless in that kind of reations. In fat the ner and ner
segmentation of the single Si detetor into pads up to 1x1 mm
2
weakly inuened
the reoil diretion unertainty as shown in gure 2.14. Espeialy if some realisti
eets are onsidered (energy loss in the target, energeti and angular straggling
of the ejetile- and beam-like partiles, beam spot on the target, et.).
Fusion reations are opposite to the transfer reation with respet to the rea-
tion mehanism. In spite of this the reoil behaviour is very similar to the transfer
one. The reoil energy is around 5% of the light veloity and the sattering an-
gles are ontained into a wider one entered on the beam line, that ould reah
about 10 degrees. The inuene of segmentation is quite larger with respet to
the transfer reation, espeially onsidering the reation hannel orresponding
to the emission of two alphas. This would drop in fat the maximum momentum
from the reoiling heavy nuleus, as shown in gure 2.14.
In onlusion the TRACE prototype provides a good Doppler orretion when
oupled with a gamma traking array, leading to a lower unertainty of ' 0.4%
at 1 MeV, ompatible with an angular and energy unertainties less than 0.5
Æ
and 1% respetively, as an be seen in gure 2.15 adding in quadrature gure
2.13 (a) and (b).
2.5 Comparison with existing anillaries
Other tehnologial onsiderations are important in the design of a new light
harge partile anillary detetors. The shapes and the number of the rystals
needed to set up of the devie should be keep low to redue the ustomer osts and
to the enhane its maintenane. This will limit the spare rystals need as well.
A big modularity is envisaged to allow the maximum exibility in the detetor
onguration and keep the possibility to use just a part of the detetor. Table 2.2
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shows a omparison among the performanes of the various TRACE prototypes
and the EUCLIDES detetor; table 2.3 ompares the tehnial features of the
TRACE8 with EUCLIDES, MUST2 and TIARA whih are already in use.
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1
TRACE4 TRACE6 TRACE8 EUCLIDES
Total telesopes 40 52 48 40
Dierent rystal shapes (E) 3 5 4 3
Total hannels(EE) 2856183E3 2435156E3 2304148E3 110
Rate (Single segment, kHz) 180 180 180 200
Channel seletion EE EE EE EE
Absolute Photo. E. (%) 26.6 26.84 27.82 26.0
Peak to total ratio (%) 58.49 59.57 59.26 58.46
Realibrated FWHM (keV) - - 2.55.5 78
Solid angle overage (%) 90 <90 <90 80(exp)
EÆieny (%) 55,42(sim) 52,38(sim) 53,40(sim) 50,40(exp)
Mass (EE, g) 705.5 601.6 569 107.4
Volume (EE, m
3
) 302.8 258.2 244.3 46.1
Table 2.2. Comparison among the various TRACE ongurations and the EUCLIDES detetor. The total number of
hannels and the Doppler orreted FWHM are referred to the maximum and minimum segmentation:1x1 mm
2
and 8x8
mm
2
respetively. The rate are alulated in the ontest of paragraph 2.1. The absolute photopeak eÆieny, the peak to
total ratio and the Doppler orretion values in the table are obtained onsidering a gamma ray of 1 MeV. The solid angle
overage for the TRACE6 and TRACE8 are less than 90% due to the inreasing number of modules and spae among them.
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TRACE8 EUCLIDES MUST2 TIARA
4x4 mm
2
1
th
and 2
th
layer single layer
Telesopes 48 40 6 48
Crystal shapes (E) 4 3 2 2
Channels(EE) '10000 110 3000 256
Channel seletion EE EE EE Kinematis
Absolute Photo. E. (%) 26.6 26.84 - 28.0 (EXOGAM -ube)
Detetor thikness 100 m, 1.5 mm 130 m, 1 mm 300 m, 5 mm 300 m
p,  dynami (MeV) 16, 65 14, 55 31, >100 6, 25
Energy resolution (FWHM 5.5 MeV) '40 kev '70 kev '50 kev '50 kev
Solid angle overage (%) <90 80(exp) <5 85
Eletronis ASICs std ASICs std
Cooling ? - liquid -
Table 2.3. Comparison among the TRACE8 simulated design and various detetors already in use.The absolute photopeak
eÆieny is obtained onsidering a gamma ray of 1 MeV.
Chapter 3
Pulse shape simulation in silion
detetors
The following setions will be devoted to the simulation of the urrent pulse
indued in silion by a light harged partile (p, ) passing through the detetor.
A short review of the approahes reported in the literature are presented before
the disussion of the present one, based on a ommerial software ISE-T-CAD
[41, 42℄.
A simple onguration of a Si detetor is disussed to give the guidelines for
the TRACE prototype design in whih the E   E telesope ould be redued
to a single layer, fully exploiting the pulse shape analysis (PSA), or ould onsist
in a standard E  E telesope, partly exploiting PSA to inrease the detetion
eÆieny espeially for low energy partiles emitted at bakward angles. A typial
fusion-evaporation reation,
40
Ca (200MeV )+
92
Mo, for example, an yield 40%
of the alpha partiles in the bakward hemisphere and with an energy below
the punh through the thin (100 m) E detetor. In suh a ase a resonable
partile detetion eÆieny an be ahieved using the new features whih will be
disussed in the following.
Signals oming from neighbouring pads ould also be exploited to get infor-
mation on the position and type of the impinging partile.
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3.1 Introdution
It has been known for a long time that the signal shape from a solid state detetor
an be used for partile identiation [43℄. The signal indued in a Silion detetor
is inuened by the harge, energy and mass of the inident partile.
The Zieghler formula partly explains the signal produed in the silion, be-
ause its shape is mostly due to the plasma eet that is dominant [44℄. This
means the linear energy transfer produes a high density of harge arriers along
the trak. The zone of high ondutane shields the inner harges from the maro-
sopi eletri eld inreasing the olletion time, by the plasma erosion time or
plasma delay. The shield eet ould be explained onsidering that the maro-
sopi eletri eld is loally dereased. The eld minimum reets the harge
release in the devie: the Bragg peak produes the bigger depression and the
harges experiene a weak eletri eld, slowing down the eletrode olletion.
The plasma erosion time is thought to depend on the initial density and radius
of the plasma zone, the diusion onstant of arriers and the eletri eld [45℄.
The detetor onguration plays an important role in improving the signal
pulse shape. The harge olletion should be provided in the region of lower
eletri eld to enhane the use of the pulse shape tehnique. In this onguration
the partiles impinge on the detetor mounted in the ipped geometry, whih
means with the ohmi side faing the inident partiles.
3.2 Signal formation
In spite of the name "harge olletion", the urrent signal begins when the
harges start to migrate towards the eletrodes and it ends when they reah
them. When a pair of harges is reated, both the positive and negative harges
ouple to the eletrodes and indue mirror harges of equal magnitude. As the
positive harge moves toward the negative eletrode, it ouples more strongly to
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it and less to the positive eletrode. Conversely, the negative harge ouples more
to the positive eletrode and less to the negative eletrode. The net eet is a
negative urrent at the positive eletrode and a positive urrent at the negative
eletrode, due to both the positive and negative harges.
The previous disussion applies to all types of strutures that register the eet
of harges moving in an ensemble of eletrodes, i.e. not just semiondutor or
gas-lled ionization hambers, but also resistors, apaitors, photoondutors,
vauum tubes, et.
Based on Ramo's theorem, the instantaneous urrent at the k
th
eletrode an
be expressed in terms of a weighting eld:
i
k
=  q v F
k
(3.1)
where v is the arrier veloity, dependent on the eletri eld, and F
k
is the
weighting eld at the k
th
eletrode.
The weighting eld is determined by applying a unit potential to the mea-
surement eletrode and a zero potential to all the others. It depends only on the
geometry and determines how harge motion ouples to a spei eletrode.The
eletri eld determines the trajetory of the arrier and hene its veloity.
The weighting and eletri elds are distint vetors, only in two-eletrode
(diode) onguration they have the same behaviour. The weighting eld in a
multiple strip detetor is shown in gure 3.1.
3.2.1 Single eletrode
The work performed to displae a harge q by an eletri eld E present in a
apaitane, whih an be represented by the depleted zone free of mobile arriers
of a p-n type semiondutor, is given by:
dL = qE  dl (3.2)
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Figure 3.1. Weighting eld in a multiple-eletrode system. The weighting eld
for the eletrode under interest (top right) is alulated supplying a unitary po-
tential to it. All the others are at zero potential. The more intense eld is lose
to the supplied eletrode and its intensity an be dedued from the equipotential
lines (0.5 in the gure). Two dierent urrent signals are presented: a urrent
signal oupled with a harge olleting eletrode (trae 1 on the bottom-right)
and a signal on the same eletrode when the harge is olleted by the adjiaent
eletrode (trae 2 on the bottom-left). The net harge integrated in a not ollet-
ing eletrode is always zero owing to the relative orientation between the veloity
v and the weighting eld E
w
.
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This work an also be thought as the amount of energy lost by the eletrode at
potential V
0
:
dL =  dU =  d(Q
1
V
0
) =  V
0
dQ
1
(3.3)
where dQ
1
is the negative harge that moves from the eletrode 1 to eletrode
2 . Equalizing the two previous expressions we get:
dQ
1
dt
=  q
E
V
0
 v
+
(3.4)
The urrent indued by the motion of the positive arriers is:
i
+
(t) =  
dQ
1
dt
(3.5)
The urrent indued by a harge +q on the eletrode 1 is positive and persists
till the end of the drift:
i
+
(t) = q
E
V
0
 v
+
(3.6)
The urrent on the other eletrode 2 is negative and it is given by:
i
 
(t) =  q
E
V
0
 v
 
(3.7)
The urrent indued by the motion of the negative harge -q gives the same
results as equation (3.6) beause the v
 
is opposite to v
+
. The urrent on the
eletrode 1 is nally:
i (t) = i
+
(t) + i
 
(t) =
q
V
0
(E  v
+
+E  v
 
) (3.8)
3.2.2 Multiple-eletrodes
A multiple-eletrode system with a harge moving under the eletri eld is ba-
sially a system of ondutors interating for the eet of relative apaitanes.
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The harge indued on one k
th
-ondutor by all the others is given by:
Q
k
=
X
C
kj
V
j
(3.9)
whih redues to only one ontribution for a single ondutor:
Q
k
= C
kj
V
j
(3.10)
Exhanging the index k with j and onsidering that the mutual interation gives
C
ij
=C
ji
, the equation (3.10) after rearrangment is:
Q
k
V
k
= Q
j
V
j
(3.11)
Let the eletrode j oinide with the potential V (P ) of the harge arrier q at
the point P :
Q
k
V
k
= qV (P ) (3.12)
Considering that V
k
is onstant, in spite of indution eet, the urrent is:
i
k
=
dQ
k
dt
=
q
V
k
dV (P )
dt
=
q
V
k
dV (P )
dl
dl
dt
=  
q
V
k
E (P )  v (P ) (3.13)
Rewriting the previous expression one gets:
i
k
=  q
E (P )
V
k
 v (P ) = q
d
dl

V (P )
V
k

 v (P ) = qrV
w
(P )  v (P ) (3.14)
This is exatly the expression (3.1), where the quantity rV
w
(P ) represents the
weighting eld and it is measured in m
 1
.
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3.3 The ISE-TCAD ode
3.3.1 Physis of the harge arrier transport
The Boltzmann Transport Equation [46℄ is assumed to be valid for the system
under study, whih means that the harge arriers density, both eletron and
holes, an be represented by a distribution funtion f (x, P; t) in the phase spae
of position and momenta for every t. This an be onsidered true as long as the
olletion time is longer than the ollision and the relaxation time (time between
two onsequtive ollisions).
A simplied solution [47℄ an be obtained starting from momenta and applying
the relaxation approximation to the Boltzmann equation. For the eletrons this
leads to:
 (nP)
t
= nqE 
nP

m

t

nP
2
2
+
3
2
nkT
e

= nqv E 
nkT
e

e
(3.15)
where n, P and q are the eletron density, momentum and harge respetively, E
is the eletri eld, T
e
is the eletron temperature, k is the Boltzmann onstant
and 
m
and 
e
are the momentum and energy relaxation time respetively.
The expression (3.15) under the onditions of a slowly transient variation an
be further simplied [47℄, leading to a ontinuity equation of the form:
n
t
+r  (nv ) = G  R (3.16)
where G and R are inreasing and dereasing ontributions respetively and v is
the following:
v =   (E)E 
D (E)
n
rn (3.17)
That shows the diusion-drift terms driving the harge arrier transport inside
the semiondutor.
Based on the above onsiderations the three governing equations in the mod-
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elling of the harge transport in semiondutor an be written: the Poisson equa-
tion and ontinuity equations for both the arriers.
The Poisson equation gives the eletri eld E produed by the net spae
harge
"r E =  "r
2
 = % (3.18)
where % is the total spae harge, " the dieletri onstant of the material and  
the eletrostati potential. The net spae harge is given by
% =  q (n  p +N) (3.19)
where N = N
+
D
 N
 
A
is the net onentration of the impurities and n and p are
the eletron and holes densities.
The ontinuity equations, replaing the veloity in equation (3.16) with its
expression in (3.17), are:
 
1
q
r  J
n
 G+R +
n
t
= 0 (3.20)
1
q
r  J
p
 G +R +
p
t
= 0 (3.21)
In a time varying eletri eld the total urrent divergene inludes the displae-
ment urrent:
r  J
T
= r 

"
E
t
+ J
n
+ J
p

= 0 (3.22)
Further the equations for the urrent in the drift-diusion form are:
J
n
= q
n
nE+ qD
n
rn (3.23)
J
p
= q
p
pE  qD
p
rp (3.24)
where 
n
and 
p
are the eletron and hole mobilities and D
n
and D
p
the orre-
sponding diusion oeÆients. Both  and D oeÆients depend on the temper-
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ature, doping level and eletri eld.
While, based on the hypothesis of Boltzmann statistis, the arrier onen-
tration an be written as:
n = N
ie
exp

q (   
n
)
kT

p = N
ie
exp

q (
p
   )
kT

(3.25)
where 
i
are the quasi-Fermi potentials and N
ie
are the eetive intrinsi arrier
onentration.
Assuming the Einstein relation [48℄ for both the arriers.
D
i
= 
i
kT
q
(3.26)
the arrier urrent equations, remind E =  r , beome:
J
n
=  nq
n
r
n
(3.27)
J
p
=  pq
p
r
p
(3.28)
The governing equations in modelling the harge transport in semiondutor,
with their inital and boundary onditions, form a system of oupled, non linear,
partial dierential equations:
8
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:
 "  r
2
 =  q
 
p  n+N
+
D
 N
 
A

r  J
n
= qR + q
n
t
 r  J
p
= qR + q
p
t
J
n
=  nq
n
r
n
J
p
=  pq
p
r
p
(3.29)
The boundary onditions for semiondutor devies are expressed by the neutral-
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ity and equilibrium onditions:
pn = n
2
ie
(3.30)
n  p+N = 0 (3.31)
3.3.2 Numerial methods: spatial and time disretization
There are two main ways to solve the stati system in the above paragraph,
written in dimensionless form:
8
>
>
<
>
>
:
g
1
(u; v; w) =  4u+ e
u v
  e
w u
  k
1
= 0
g
2
(u; v; w) = r
n
e
u v
rv + k
2
= 0
g
3
(u; v; w) =  r
p
e
w u
rw + k
2
= 0
(3.32)
where k
1
is the spatially dependent doping prole , k
2
the reombination prole
depending on (u, v, w), u is the normalized eletrostati potential, v and w the
normalized quasi Fermi levels for eletron and holes. The eletron and holes
densities n, p an be written in the form (3.25) using the potentials u, v, w.
The Gauss-Seidel/Jaobi iteration proeeds by looping through the solutions
of the three variables one an initial guuess z
0
is given at eah time step. A
seond approah, to overtake the slow onversion of the rst methods for high
urrent and ompliated funtion k
2
, attemps to apply the Newton-like sheme
by Bank and Rose [49℄.
When solving g(z )=0 the algorithm omputes a hange from k to k+1. The
iteration stops if onvergene riteria are fullled: kg
k+1
k  
R
kg
k
k, where 
R
is
the proper epsilon.
After the system is spatially disretized the time-dependent problem is gov-
erned by an impliit system of ordinary dierential equations:
d
dt
q (z (t)) + f (t; z (t)) = 0 (3.33)
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where
z =
0
B
B
B

u
v
w
1
C
C
C
A
(3.34)
u, v and w are now grid funtions representing disrete spatial value at time t
and
q (z) =
0
B
B
B

0
e
u v
e
w u
1
C
C
C
A
(3.35)
The stepping sheme is a trapezoidal rule/bakward-dierentiation-formula [50℄.
Eah time point t
n
, an intermediate step between t
h
and t
n
+h
n
, h
n
is the time
step, is alulated. That is for inreasing the auray of the method. The
trunation error, needed to deide whether a time step is suesfull, is estimated
after the double step.
3.4 Simulation and preliminary results
The present investigation does not pretend to obtain the nal design, thikness
and segmentation, of the detetor based on PSA. For this an aurate analysis
of the various available tehniques would be required to nally hoose between
the digital zero-ross (ZC) over time-of-ight (TOF) disrimination or the signal
base omparison, as it already happens for the signal in Ge detetors [51℄.
The present hapter is devoted to the determination, if and where it is possible,
of urrent signals by the nite dierene method in a marosopi system. It ould
represent a starting point for a future detailed analysis. The used ode is in fat
already tested in Astrophysis for the studying of the interation of minimum
ionizing partiles (MIP) in Si-strip detetors. Therefore the rst hallenge is to
understand whether the program works properly when simulating ionizing light
harged partiles impinging on the detetor.
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3.4.1 Detetor onguration
The hosen system is a multiple-eletrode p
+
 n n
++
juntion that models the
silion detetor, whose performanes we want to study. The system has a 1 mm
thikness and pads of 1x1 mm
2
. The doping onsists of 10
11
donor impurities
per ubi entimeter in the bulk region and 10
21
aeptors and donors impurities
in the juntion and ohmi side respetively. Neither ondutive eletrodes nor
oxide layers are inluded in the devie onguration. The ohmi eletrodes are
linear. An adequate grid and integration step has been hosen to let the solution
onverge in a reasonable time produing enough aurate results and avoiding the
hard grid eet shown in gure 3.2. The silion detetor with the potential and
the eletri eld produed in the semiondutor supplying 800 V at the eletrodes
are shown in gure 3.3.
The system dimensions are hosen as lose as possible to the real devie
and suh to avoid that the (reetive) boundary onditions heavy inuene the
solution. In fat the system should be large enough to allow the urrent solution
to fully develop without, or just smoothly, boune to the borders. The net eet
is in fat to limit the harge drift to the sides of the detetor. This implies that
the detetor size must be mathed for eah simulation with the total urrent, and
onsequently with the injeted harge.
The numerial simulation is essentially two-dimensional, even if it is extended
on the third dimension for a short length, 1 m, to avoid exeptions in the alu-
lations. This short third dimension introdues some distortions in the alulation,
onstraining the harge to a plane and ignoring its motion towards the eletrodes.
3.4.2 Depletion and bias voltage
The diusion of holes and eletrons aross the juntion leads to a region free of
mobile arriers: the depletion region bounded by ondutive regions, whih are
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Figure 3.2. Grid ontribution to the urrent signal, for a 3 MeV alpha partile
injeted on the rear side of the detetor, obtained using grids with an inreasing
number of points (top legend).
n
+
-doped and p
+
-doped.
Stritly speaking, the juntion region is not ompletely depleted of mobile
arriers, as the diusion prole has a gradual transition. Nevertheless, sine the
arrier onentration is drastially redued, it is onveniently onsidered as an
abrupt transition between juntion and zero arrier onentration.
Furthermore, the formation of the two adjaent spae harge regions aross
the juntion builds up a potential barrier between the n and p
+
regions, whih
unfavours the harge ow. This is the situation at thermal equilibrium. By
applying an external potential, two distintly dierent non-equilibrium modes
an be established.
Negleting the diret polarization, the reverse bias inreases the potential
barrier and it provides free mobile arriers in the juntion region. The applied
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Figure 3.3. p
+
  n  n
++
juntion with the overlapped 800 grid point (middle)
used in the simulation; potential indued by a 800 V voltage applied to the
eletrodes (top); eletri eld behaviour orresponding to the previous voltage
(bottom).
voltage an be signiatively bigger than the depletion voltage, depending on the
mobility of the harges and the olletion time onstraints.
For the present system the depletion voltage is around 400 V, gure 3.4, but
the supplied voltage should be tuned to assure the proper duration for the harge
olletion. The results for the previous system (1 mm thik Si-pad detetor)
onsidering a 5 MeV proton injeted through the rear side are shown for 200
V, 400 V and 800 V bias voltage in gure 3.5 (a). The same system with a
redued thikness (300 m) is irradiated by a 5 MeV proton impinging on the
rear side. From gure 3.5 (b) it appears that a time duration of the urrent signal
whih ould be omparable with standard values (2050 ns rise time for 300 m
thik silion detetor) an be obtained for an overbiased detetor (. 800 V). The
resistivity obtained onsidering a donor onentration of 2.510
11
m
 3
is ' 17
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Figure 3.4. Leakage urrent as a funtion of time for a xed supplied voltage.
While the supplied voltage is inreasing the leakage urrent is approahing a
plateau at ' 1 nA. The urves for the various supplied voltages (dierent olour
in the gure) are overlapped and the plateau starts at ' 200 V. One expets to
streth the time t on X -axis, whose period is 1 s, to get e ontinuous axis for
t > 1 s.
3.4.3 Plasma delay time
The plasma delay time strongly inuenes the signal pulse in a Si detetor. The
marosopi eld is not able to immediately drift all the arriers produed by a
high ionization partile, from protons up to heavy ions. It is therefore dramat-
ially depressed by the high density of harge arrier pairs beause, whih even
with a zero overall harge, they loally indue an eletri eld opposite to the
marosopi one, gure 3.6 (a).
The surfae of the "harge drop" experienes a bigger eletri eld than the
interior part. The eet is inreased in the Bragg peak zone and in the low
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Figure 3.5. Current signals for various bias voltages when a 5 MeV proton is
injeted into the rear side (lower eletri eld) of a Si-pad detetor of two dierent
thiknesses: (a) 1 mm thikness; (b) 300 m thikness.
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Figure 3.6. A high energy harge, orresponding to a 30 MeV alpha partile, is
injeted on the rear side of the detetor. (a) the eletri eld prole 3 ns after
the injetion; (b) the density prole 3 ns after the injetion.
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Figure 3.7. Charge arriers density 3 ns after a MIP is injeted in the rear side
of the detetor. A MIP has an energy loss in silion ' 10
3
times smaller than a
light harged partile and a linear energy transfer of 1.5
MeV
gm
2
[52℄ with respet
of 610
MeV
gm
2
for a 5 MeV  partile.
eletri eld area of the detetor. The ombination of all these eets leads to an
extension of the signal rise time. The harge arrier density for a 30 MeV alpha
partile injeted from the rear fae of the detetor after 3 ns is shown in gure
3.6 (b).
This appears more evident for the harge arrier distribution of a MIP im-
pinging on the rear fae of the detetor, gure 3.7. The harge (eletrons) is
"immediately" olleted at the eletrode if ompared with a high ionizing light
harge partile.
This plasma delay eet that naturally omes when system is modelled as in
the previous setion, where the eletri interation among the arriers strongly
inuenes the marosopi eld. This result is similar to that reported in [53℄.
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3.4.4 Total density urrent
A systemati analisys is made on the urrent signals indued by alpha partiles
and protons of variuos energies, table 3.4.4. The ionization radius is slightly
inreased along the trak, assuming roughly a oni harge tube along the partile
trak axis with a nal maximum radius of  1 m. The linear energy transfer
and path are extrated from the TRIM/SRIM simulation ode [38℄ and they are
disretized in a limited number of points, 28 depending on the path length and
shape, along the trak.
alpha path ISE-T-CAD
3 MeV 12 m 52.0 10
 3
pC/m
10 MeV 70 m 51.2 10
 3
pC/m
30 MeV 432 m 4.0 10
 3
pC/m
proton path ISE-T-CAD
3 MeV 100 m 12 10
 3
pC/m
10 MeV 709 m 6.5 10
 3
pC/m
30 MeV 5 mm 0.65 10
 3
pC/m
Table 3.1. Summary of the partiles injeted in the simulation; their path and
energy at the Bragg peak are also shown. The energy release in the program is
dened negleting 1 V in the meaure unit.
3.4.5 Neighbour pad signals
Besides the signal of the olleting eletrode, important additional information
an be obtained from the "image" signals indued by mirror harges in the neigh-
bour eletrodes. This lue an be possibly exploited to disriminate among dif-
ferent ions impinging in a Si detetor and, if needed, to better loalize the ions,
reahing a spatial resolution better than the eletrode segmentation like in the
Ge traking detetor [68℄.
The image signal is ompletely predited by Ramo's theorem as far the poten-
tial of the olleting eletrode is not severely perturbed by the harge indution
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of the inoming arriers [54℄.
The signal olleted at the neighbour eletrode presents one more ontribu-
tion from the signal indued by the mutual interation oeÆient (or inter-pad
apaitane): the ross-talk signal.
Cross-talk signal
The ross-talk signal is proportional to the potential indued in the j
th
neigh-
bour eletrodes by the eletrode k, olleting the harge, through the inter-pad
apaitane:
i
j
=
V
j
R
j
(3.36)
where R
j
is the input resistane of the amplier.
The ross-talk signal an be estimated onsidering that the potential V
j
in-
dued in the neighbour eletrode an be expressed as a funtion of the harge Q
k
in the olleting eletrode and that Q
k
depends on the potential and apaitane
of the olleting eletrode:
8
>
<
>
:
V
j
=
Q
k
C
jk
Q
k
= V
k
C
k
(3.37)
The ross-talk in (3.36), onsidering the system (3.37) and that the load resistane
has the same value for all the ampliers (R
k
= R
j
), beomes:
i
j
= i
k
C
k
C
jk
(3.38)
The expression (3.38) an be estimated onsidering the measurements per-
formed on the Silion thik wafer at the IRST-Trento, table 3.2.
Referring to the plane plates apaitor the intra-pads apaitane should be
smaller than for the strip: the pad surfae is ten to fourty times smaller, for
4x4 mm
2
and 1x1 mm
2
pads respetively, while the distane should be roughly
the same. Considering a 4 m strip length the saled inter-pad apaitane is
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Table 3.2. Capaitane measuremetes performed at IRST-Trento on the deliv-
ered 1 mm thik Si detetors. The inter-pad apaitanes (itali values in the
table) are estimated by the measurements.
strip pad
200 m pithj300m pith 1x1 mm
2
j4x4 mm
2
C
bak
(pF ) 1.415 j 1.435 0.308 j 2.813
C
inter
(pF ) 3.82 j 4.83 > 0:12 j >0.48
reported in table 3.2.
Therefore, with referene to the relation (3.38), the ross-talk signal (for the
rst neighbour) should be more signiant for the pad detetor, due to the smaller
inter-pad apaitane. The inter-strip apaitane dependeny on the strip pith
leads to argue that the pad dimension ould also inuene the inter-pads apa-
itane.
The ross-talk signal duration oinides with the harge drift time, but it
is shifted with respet to the signal indued in the olleting eletrode by the
amount Æt, that is the delay introdued by the j
th
time onstant RC, where the
apaitane C and the resistane R orrespond to j
th
eletrode.
Amplier noise
Negleting for a moment any ross-talk signals oming from the eletrodes, the
signal at the j
th
eletrode is originated only by the motion of the injeting harge.
This signal must have an aeptable signal-to-noise ratio (S/N).
Sine radiation detetors typially onvert the deposited energy into harge,
the system's noise level is onveniently expressed as an equivalent noise harge
(ENC), whih is equal to the detetor signal that yields a S/N of one. The
equivalent noise harge is ommonly expressed in Coulomb, the orresponding
number of eletrons, or the equivalent deposited energy (eV).
Simple noise estimates (e
2
) are obtained by using the following equation given
in the referene [55℄, where a FET amplier with negligible urrent noise i
n
and
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a simple CR-RC shaper with time onstants  equal to the peaking time are
onsidered:

Q
n
e

2
= 12

1
nAns

I
d
 + 6  10
5

k

ns


R
b
+ 3:6  10
4

ns
(pF )
2
(nV )
2
=Hz

e
2
n
C
2

(3.39)
where I
d
is the detetor bias urrent, R
b
is the resistor throught whih the voltage
is applied and e
n
is the amplier voltage noise.
Typial amplier e
n
is of order nV/
p
Hz [55℄. In the ase of 1 mm thik
detetor the measured pad apaitane an range from 0.3082.813 pF for pads
of 1 mm
2
and 4 mm
2
respetively. For suh a thik detetor the expeted peaking
time is in the range from 13 s or more, depending on several fators (interation
point, bias voltage, type of impinging partile, et.) and the minimum expeted
urrent is 100 nA. The bias resistor is supposed to be 1 M
.
Inserting the previous values in (3.39) the ENC is  10
3
rms eletrons equal
to  1 keV as a unitary ENC orresponds to 3.6 eV in Silion. This means that
for suh apaitane and leakage urrent the eletronis does not ontribute a lot
to the overall noise.
Signals indued in the olleting eletrode
The estimation of the indued signal in the olleting eletrode depends, besides
the amount of produed harge, on the eletri and weighting eld and on their
relative orientation as stated in the expression (3.1).
Considering a partile trajetory unperturbed by border eets, the maxi-
mum eletri eld alulated by the ISE-T-CAD ode for a 1 mm thik detetor
polarized at 800 V is  1000 V/m after a 3 MeV alpha partile impinging on the
rear side. The eletron drift veloity orresponding to this eld is  310
6
m/s
[56℄.
The weighting eld for an eletrode an be alulated in vauum onsidering
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the eletri eld originated by supplying the eletrode with a voltage equal to 1
V and onneting all the others to ground. The eld intensity alulated by the
program is  10 V/m , whih multiplyied by the relative dieletri onstant of
the Silion ("
r
=11.7) gives  100 V/m.
As the weighting eld an be onsidered to have roughly the same behaviour
as the eletri eld for the olleting eletrode espeially in proximity of the
polarized eletrode, the salar produt between the veloity, whih is a funtion
of the eletri eld, and the weighting eld an be onsidered unitary.
Therefore a rough estimation of the maximum urrent signal indued by a 3
MeV alpha partile in the olleting eletrode gives:
i
k
=  q v F
k
= 10
 13
C  3  10
6
m
s
 100
1
m
' 10
 5
A (3.40)
The urves for alpha and proton partiles are shown in gure 3.8 (a) and (b) re-
spetively. The indued signals are very dierent, both onerning their duration
and the shape.
An alternative approah, whih takes into aount the exess of time needed
to separate the harges after an ionizing event, expliitly desribes the plasma
status of the arriers in the Silion as a funtion of time.
The shielding of an external eletri eld in the interior of a plasma an be
viewed as a result of high plasma ondutivity: the plasma urrent generally ows
freely enough to short-ut the interior eletri elds. However the shielding might
be onsidered as a dieletri phenomen: the polarization of the plasma medium,
and the assoiated redistribution of the spae harge, whih prevents penetration
by an external eletri eld [57℄.
The length-sale assoiated with suh a shielding is the Debye length, 
D
.
The Coulomb potential of the perturbing point harge is shielded on distane
sales longer than the Debye length by a shielding loud of approximate radius

D
, onsisting of harge of the opposite signs [58℄. It means that smaller is the
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Figure 3.8. Simulated urrent signals at the olleting eletrode obtained by
injeting alpha partiles and protons on the rear side of a 1 mm thik silion
detetor polarized at 800 V: (a) signals obtained by injeting 3, 5, 10, 30 MeV
alpha partiles; (b) signals obtained by injeting 3, 5, 10, 30 MeV protons.
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Debye length in omparison with the gas sale, bigger will be the shielding eet.
The key parameter to dene the plasma status is the presene of free harge
arriers. An ionized gas shows olletive eets, typial of a plasma system, due
to the derease of the eletrostati fores with the inverse of the squared distane
and the number of interating harges inreasing with the ubi distane. In fat,
if the number of partiles is high enough, the eletri elds sum in a oherent
way leading to a multibody behaviour [57℄. The plasma model assumes that eah
harge is surrounded by a harge loud that ontributes to redue the eletri
potential for distanes up to 
D
, exluding the single partile behaviour for bigger
distanes.
The Debye length depends on the inverse of the square root of the arrier
density [57℄:

D
'

"
0
k
B
T
nq
2

1
2
(3.41)
where "
0
is the vauum permitivity, k
B
the Boltzmann onstant, T the temper-
ature, n the arrier density and q the arrier harge. The table 3.4.5 shows the
densities, alulated by the program, orresponding to the simulated partiles
impinging in the 1 mm thik Silion detetor.
energy alpha proton
30 MeV 2.0x10
15
4.0x10
13
10 MeV 1.8x10
15
4.0x10
14
5 MeV 1.1x10
15
5.0x10
14
3 MeV 1.0x10
15
4.3x10
14
Table 3.3. Charge arrier density measured in m
 3
and averaged along the
path of the partiles. The Debye length depends on the inverse of the square
root of the arrier density. The proton range in 1 mm thik Silion is 12.5 MeV;
this explains the inreasing density trend for the protons with energy larger than
10 MeV, that punh through the Silion.
The Debye length ranges from 188 nm of the 30 MeV proton to 26.7 nm of
the 30 MeV alpha. In both ases the Debye length is smaller than the radial
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dimension ( 1 m) of the harge arrier loud. The applied external eletri
eld an not penetrate into suh plasma deeper than a few Debye lengths, due
to the fat that the Debye length in silion is smaller than the size of the arrier
loud. Therefore the simulation results are also oherent with this analysis based
on the plasma status of the harge arrier loud.
Signals indued in the neighbour eletrode
The alulation of the signal in the neighbour eletrode proeeds in the same way
as in the previous paragraph. As the eletri eld and the produed harge values
are equal to the previous ase, the dierenes in the intensity of the signal ome
only from the weighting eld intensity (gure 3.9) and its relative orientation
with respet to the arrier veloities.
Figure 3.9. Weighting eld equipotential surfaes for the entral eletrode.
The weighting eld for an eletrode an be alulated in vauum onsidering the
eletri eld originated by supplying the eletrode with a voltage equal to 1 V
and onneting all the others to ground.
A simple estimate for the urrent signal, whih takes into aount the osine
variation over a # angle, and the weighting eld attenuation (by a fator ' 10 as
alulated by the ISE-T-CAD program) leads to:
i
k
=  q v  F
k
= 10
 13
C  3  10
6
m
s
 10
1
m
 os# =
= os# 3  10
 6
 A (3.42)
This means that the signal amplitudes of the neighbour eletrode are (at least)
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10 times smaller than the signals from the olleting one.
The simulated image signal are presented in gure 3.10 (a) and (b) for alpha
partiles and protons respetively. The main feature of the transient image signal
is that both the polarities are possible.
3.5 Comparison with the solution within an al-
ternative approah
An independent approah developped in [59℄ an be used to get another set of
results with whih to ompare the results obtained with the ISE-T-CAD ode.
The set of equations in this model is idential to the one in the ISE-T-CAD ode.
The harge produed in one event is disretized in a variable number of arrier
lusters to redue the omputational eorts. The luster struture is negleted
and it is haraterized by its position, veloity, radius and total harge. The
two harge types are lustered indipendently to hold the eletrostati interation
between them. The results produed by the luster approah are shown in gure
3.11 (a) and (b).
The qualitative analysis of the ISE-T-CAD simulations with this approah
reveals some dierenes. A sale distortion, due partly to the 2-d approximation
is expeted. The diÆulty an be overtaken onsidering less harge injeted in
the devie or inreasing the bias voltage. However only and experimental test
would nally validate the simulation results.
3.6 Conlusions
In this hapter a nite dierene method is applied to simulate the interation
of light harged partiles with a Si-pad detetor in order to investigate the pulse
shape indued in the Si-pad detetors irradiated on the rear fae. This prelim-
inary analysis ould represent a starting point for a traditional ZC over TOF
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Figure 3.10. Simulated transient signals in a rst neighbour pad obtained by
injeting alpha partiles and protons on the rear side of a 1 mm thik silion
detetor polarized at 800 V: (a) signals obtained by injeting 3, 5, 10, 30 MeV
alpha partiles; (b) signals obtained by injeting 3, 5, 10, 30 MeV protons.
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Figure 3.11. Simulated urrent signals obtained by injeting alpha partiles
and protons on the rear side of a 1 mm thik silion detetor polarized at 800
V: (a) signals obtained by injeting 3, 5, 11, 30 MeV alpha partiles; (b) signals
obtained by injeting 2, 3, 5, 10 MeV protons.
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or a novel approah based on the omparison of the indued pulse shapes with
measured or simulated pulse shapes base.
The rst method (ZC vs TOF) is quite well developped and the availability
of analog to digital onverters (ADC) with enough resolution and sampling rate
allow the fully digital proessing of the signals. Interpolating algorithms an
redue the sampling rate requirements leading to a resolution even better than
ADC sampling frequeny.
The seond method, based on a pulse shape omparison, is not yet imple-
mented in any form for light harged partiles. In priniple, a minimization
method approah an be used after a signal base, inluding the signal key fea-
tures suh as energy, position and type of the impinging partile, is reated. The
size of the base ould be a limitation, therefore a rough disretization of the key
parameter and signal its-self, aording with the atual digitizer, is needed.
The main advantages resulting from the use of the new PSA tehnique are the
inrease of the eÆieny for low energy partiles and a better spatial resolution.
The gain in eÆieny is mainly due to the use of only one detetor layer,
instead of the two layers needed in the E   E tehnique. This would also lead
to a redued gamma absorption in Silion and related eletronis plaed beetwen
target and Ge array and derease the system omplexity.
The use of the PSA tehnique would lead to a better loalization of the impat
point on eah pad in a Si-pad detetor, reduing the required segmentation and
therefore the number of eletronis hannel. A smaller number of pads would
also imply a redution of the inter-pad dead layers with bene eets on the
geometri eÆieny.
In summary the use of the PSA an lead to a redution of the number of ele-
tronis hannels by a fator of at least two, a redution of the gamma absorption
and an inrease of harged partile detetion eÆieny, without renouning to
the quality of partile disimination and angular resolution.
Chapter 4
In beam test of the rst AGATA
luster
The goal of the experiment was to test the position resolution ahievable with the
AGATA array. For this purpose the inverse kinematis reation d(
48
Ti,
49
Ti)p has
been performed at IKP-Koln with a beam energy of 100 MeV. The experimental
setup onsists of the AGATA triple luster with symmetri rystals and a Double
Side Silion Strip Detetor (DSSSD) for partile detetion.
4.1 Diret reation harateristis
Diret reations, involving the transfer of one or more nuleons between the
beam and target nulei have been used in the past as soure of nulear struture
information. Suh studies, performed with radioative nulear beams far from
stability, will provide the possibility to study rst unknown levels of exoti nulei.
In inverse kinematis the radioative beam hits a target ontaining the light
stable nulei, while in the opposite ase of diret kinematis the stable target of
the isotope of interest is bombarded with a light partile beam.
In both ases the two body reation an be fully haraterized by measuring
just one angle of the reoiling partile, typially the lighter.
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The priniples of energy onservation implies, referring to gure 4.1:
m
a
+ T
a
+m
X
+ T
X
= m
b
+ T
b
+m
Y
+ T
Y
(4.1)
where m refers to the partile mass and T to its kineti energy. As the target is
Figure 4.1. Sketh of a two body reation performed in inverse kinematis in
the laboratory frame. The heavy (radioative) nuleus is used to bombard a light
stable target.
in quiet in the laboratory frame, the above relations beomes:
m
a
+m
X
 m
b
= T
b
+ T
Y
  T
a
(4.2)
The momentum onservation gives:
p
a
= p
Y
os + p
b
os  (4.3)
p
Y
sin = p
b
sin (4.4)
Squaring and summing the previous equations leads to:
p
2
b
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2
Y
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2
a
  2p
Y
p
a
os (4.5)
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By rewriting the expression (4.5) as a funtion of the kineti energy and
putting it into Q = T
Y
+ T
b
  T
a
, it gives:
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This is a quadrati equation in
p
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Y
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The solution of equation (4.7) for the target-like partile is:
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For the projet-like partile, by rewriting (4.5) as a funtion of the kineti energy
T
b
, the equation gives:
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that depends on the angle and energy of the deteted target-like partile.
Based on momentum onservation the angle of one of the reation produts
an be alulated when the other is known; referring to gure 4.1, the following
expression is valid:
tan  = p
Y
sin
2
= os
p
a
tan  p
Y
sin
(4.10)
The salient features of transfer reations performed in inverse kinematis are
widely explained in reent publiations as [62℄, [63℄. The light partiles from
reations in whih the radioative beam loses a nuleon, suh as (d,t) or (p,d) are
foused within a forward one, typially 40 degrees. In ontrast, protons from
(d,p) emerge at bakward angles and typially require to be deteted between 90
and 180 degrees in the laboratory frame. Their energies have a dependene on
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the mass and veloity of the projetile that is roughly proportional to T
a
=m
a
,
[63℄, [64℄.
Light partiles approahing 90 degrees ould be very diÆult to stop for their
relatively high energy, usually up to tens of MeV. This is espeially true for
Coulomb sattered ejetiles, whih are emitted in a very narrow angular range
entered around 90 degrees.
4.2 Experiment simulations
Several simulations have been performed to properly position the luster with
respet to the Double Side Silion Strip detetor (DSSSD) and the ross setion
of the onurrent reations have been also estimated.
The diret (d,p) reation ross setion has been evaluated using the program
DWBUCK4, as desribed in paragraph 2.2.1. The obtained ross setion is pre-
sented in gure 4.2 (a) and (b). The ross setion for the stripping reation is
sensibly smaller, a fator ten, with respet to the Coulomb sattering one, also
for the low energy reations (4 MeV is the kineti energy in the enter of mass
referene frame for the present reation).
The ross setion is alulated onsidering the following potential [65℄ and
onsidering an angular momentum transfer `=1:
U(r) =  
V
1  exp x
+ 4iW
0
d
dx
0

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1 + exp x
0

+ V

(r; r

) (4.11)
where x = (r   r
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A
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) and r
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A
1
3
; V and W'
desribe the magnitude of the real and absorptive part and V

the Coulomb
potential from a homogeneously harged sphere with radius r

. Several sets of
parameters a, a', r
0
, r'
0
, r
0
are available in literature for the stable titanium
isotopes, from the elasti sattering data [65℄. The parameter do not dier muh
from one set to another; the following mean values have been adopted: 103 and
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125 MeV for the real and imaginary amplitude, respetively, and 1.0, 0.9, 1.41,
0.65, 1.30 fm for the parameters r
0
, a, r'
0
, a', r
0
, respetively.
The ross setion for the fusion-evaporation reation
48
T i+ d is evaluated with
two dierent Monte Carlo programs: the Projetion Angular-momentum Coupled
Evaporation (PACE) [60℄ and the Casade [61℄ odes. The Casade ode gives
a big ross setion for the population of the
48
Ti residual nuleus, through the
evaporation of one proton and one neutron from the
50
V ompound nuleus and
this is in agreement with the esperimental data as it will be seen in the following
setions. All ross setion estimations are reported in table 4.1. Based on the
PACEjCASCADE
d
d

(mb/sr) hannel
49
V 128.0j857 n
49
Ti 28.3j85.0 p
48
Ti | j 67.5 pn
46
S | j 27.0 
Table 4.1. Cross setions from two dierent Montearlo odes: PACE4 and
Casade. The estimations for the same hannel are not in good agreement and
in the Casade program more hannels are opened.
Casade ross setion estimations a simulation was performed to alulate the
best resolution ahievable with the AGATA luster after the Doppler orretion
based on the deteted light harged partiles.
4.2.1 Cross setion and oordinates onversion
Referring to the binary reation in gure 4.1, let the index Y and b indiate the
light ejetile and the heavy reoil respetively, whih atually happens onsidering
the inverse kinematis. The onversion of all the observables, energy and angle
of both the reating partiles, is obtained adding to the enter of mass veloities
the veloity of the enter of mass in the laboratory frame, gure 4.3.
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Figure 4.2. Cross setion alulations: (a) diret population of the 2
+
state
(1385 keV) in
49
Ti for the reation d(
48
Ti,
49
Ti)p at a 4 MeV energy in the enter
of mass referene frame (the trasformation in the laboratory frame is also drawn);
(b) inelasti sattering of
48
Ti on the deuteron target at dierent energies in the
enter of mass frame.
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Figure 4.3. Sketh of a two body reation kinematis in the laboratory system
and its relation to the sattering in the enter of mass frame.
For the heavier reoil one has:
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and simmetrially for the lighter ejetile:
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os = v
m
+ v
0
Y
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0
v
Y
sin = v
0
Y
sin
0
(4.13)
where all angles are taken with respet to the positive versus of the Z -axis. The
ratio of the expressions in (4.12) gives:
tg =
sin
0
v
m
v
0
b
+ os
0
=
sin
0

b
+ os
0
(4.14)
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and onsidering that 
0
= 
0
+  the ratio of the expressions in (4.13) gives:
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sin(
0
+ )
v
m
v
0
Y
+ os(
0
+ )
=
sin(
0
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Y
+ os(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Therefore the angle  in the laboratory frame of referene is:
 = artg(
 sin
0

Y
  os
0
) = artg
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0
m
Y
m
b

b
  os
0
(4.16)
as the total momentum in the enter of mass frame is always zero (m
b
v
0
b
= m
Y
v
0
Y
).
The  parameter depends on the Q value of the reation and referring to gure
4.1 it is:

2
b
=
m
a
m
b
m
X
m
Y
T
a
T
a
+Q(1 +
m
a
m
X
)
(4.17)
The total ross setion, being dened as the absolute probability for the reation
to our, is therefore unaeted by the transformation between the enter of
mass to the laboratory frame of referene. The dierential ross setion involves
instead angular variables and it depends on the frame of referene.
The number of partiles hitting a small detetor is the same in both frames:
d = ()d
 = (
0
)d

0
(4.18)
where the prime notation refers to the enter of mass frame and  is whatever
angle in the laboratory frame. The enter of mass ross setion is:
(
0
) = ()
d

d

0
(4.19)
Integrating over the azimuthal angle the ratio between the solid angles beomes:
d

d

0
=
2sind
2sin
0
d
0
=
d(os)
d(os
0
)
(4.20)
Using os
0
as the independent x -variable and getting os from expression (4.15)
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the previous expression beomes:
d
dx
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d
dx

( + x)
sin
sin
0

(4.21)
Then applying the sinus theorem
v
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)
, the expression (4.21) be-
omes:
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(4.22)
The veloity ratio an be rewritten onsidering the omposition of the veloities
v
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m
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Hene the expression (4.21) beomes:
d
dx
os =
d
dx
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(4.24)
Finally deriving the previous one with respet to x, one gets:
d
dx
 
 + x
[1 + 
2
+ 2 x℄
1
2
!
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 x
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2
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(4.25)
and the ross setion in the laboratory frame:
() =
(1 + 
2
+ 2 os
0
)
3
2
1 +  os
0
(4.26)
4.2.2 Doppler orretion
A simulation is implemented with GEANT4 ode to reprodue the kinematis of
the onurrent reations involved in the experiment using dierent event gener-
ators as explained in paragraph 2.2.1.
The protons emitted in the stripping reation have an energy release in the
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Figure 4.4. Matries of the energy release in the DSSSD as a funtion of the
ring/setor number for the proton emitted in the stripping reation and popu-
lating the rst exited state of
49
Ti: (a) the energy inreases going towards the
outer rings; (b) the uniform behaviour reets the azimuthal symmetry respet
to the beam line.
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Figure 4.5. Overlap of the 1385.7 keV gamma spetra from the simulation of
the stripping reation in the Koln experiment: (a) shifted spetra of the gamma-
ray inident on eah rystal (labeled ,  and ) in the luster; (b) gamma-ray
spetra in oinidene with a partile in the DSSSD before (sorted) and after
(real) the Doppler orretion, the broad blue peak (luster) is obtained summing
eah rystal before oinidenes. The Doppler orreted FWHM is ' 4 keV.
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DSSSD, whih has an azimuthal symmetry and an inrease in the polar diretion,
as it an be seen from the matries in gure 4.4.
Based on the sattering angle and energy release of the proton, the energy
and diretion of the heavier reoil are evaluated to alulated the best Doppler
orretion ahievable for the gamma rays emitted in oinidene and olleted by
the germanium luster.
The relativisti expression for the proton momentum P
p
is:
P
p
=
"
E
2
0
 M
2
p

 
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2

2

2
#
1
2
(4.27)
where E
0
is the energy of the proton after sattering and M
p
its mass.
The sattering angle '
N
of the heavier reoil is:
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where E
b
is the beam energy, M
N
the mass of the nuleus and # is the sattering
angle of the proton.
Based on the previous expression (4.27) and (4.28), the veloity of the heavier
reoil is:
v
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After orreting for the Doppler broadening using (4.29), the energy resolution
(FWHM) is 3.7 keV for the 1382 keV transition of the
49
T i rst exited level
produed in the stripping reation, gure 4.5.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.6. Experimental set-up during the rst in-beam test of the AGATA
symmetri luster prototype: (a) reation hamber with the DSSSD made of 64
setors and 32 rings dening the azimuthal and polar angles respetively; (b)
AGATA symmetri triple luster position with respet to the beam line (on the
left).
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4.3 Experiment: the d
 
48
T i;
49
T i

p reation in
inverse kinematis
The position resolution of the AGATA triple luster prototype is measured during
an in-beam test performed at IKP Koln using the inverse kinematis reation
d(
48
T i;
49
T i)p at 100 MeV beam energy.
The Doppler broadening depends on the unertainty on the photon diretion
and on the unertainty on the vetor veloity of the emitting nuleus on the basis
of the well known expression (2.4). The position resolution an be estimated
providing the unertainty on the soure veloity is minimized, using for instane
diret or indiret method of reoil detetion with anillary devies. A DSSSD
is used in fat to measure the angle of the emitted protons and reonstrut the
reoil vetor veloity. The detetor is made of 64 setors and 32 rings dening the
azimuthal and polar angles respetively, gure 4.6 (a). The AGATA symmetri
luster is plaed as lose as possible to the target position (10 m), to inrease
the solid angle subtended by the detetor. In this way the angle broadening
ontribution to the energy resolution is enhaned and the appliation of the PSA
tehnique will reveal its power in improving the resolution, gure 4.6 (b).
The data aquisition system is based on GSI MBS [66℄; the germanium signals
were digitized using 14 bits, 40 MHz XIA-DGF modules. The silion detetor
data are aquired using VME analog eletronis. The trigger requires a harged
partile deteted in oinidene with the germanium detetor.
In the next setions the various reation hannels ontributing to the total
reation yeld are determined and disussed.
4.3.1 Results
The
48
Ti beam was sent on a 220 g/m
2
thin deuterated titanium target. The
p-hannel in the stripping reation and pn-hannel in fusion-evaporation reation
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populate the
48
Ti nuleus whih reoils with a veloity that is 6% of the veloity
of the light. Both the onurrent retions leave the heavy nuleus reoiling on a
narrow angle around the beam line.
The triple luster is positioned so that the entral rystal is 90 degress with
respet to the beam line, gure 4.7 (a). This lead to a non-shifted peak () and
two other peaks, ( and ) shifted respet to the entrals. The 300 m DSSSD is
proteted by a 16 m aluminum foil that ompletely stop the beam-like ejetile.
The silion detetor is 40 mm far from the target and over a polar angle in the
range 2652 degrees.
Two dierent hannels have been mainly populated by means of fusion-evaporation,
sattering and stripping reations:
48
Ti and
49
Ti. The gamma-ray transitions of
983.0 and 1381.7 keV from the rst exited levels of eah of the two nulei are
indiated in gure 4.7 (b). Those spetra are onstruted from the ore signals
in oinidene with at least one partile olleted by the DSSSD. The signals
oming from the ore are usually slighlty worse, 2.8 keV FWHM at 1332.49 keV,
with respet to those extrated from one of the 36 segments due to the bigger
apaitane of the germanium ore.
The matries of the energy released by partiles olleted from the DSSSD
rings in oinidene with at least one photons on the germanium are presented
in gure 4.8 (a). The matrix shows several distint regions: an horizontal region
in the middle overing an energy range between 2.5 and 8.5 MeV, some traes on
the top from the 15
th
to 30
th
rings and jagged traes on the bottom.
The proton and deuteron energy range in 300 m silion are 6 and 8 MeV
respetively. Based on this it an be dedued that the traes above of this range
an not be explained by proton or deuteron olletion.
The overall symmetry of the reation provides a way to test the atual geome-
try of the system. In fat the matrix in gure 4.8 (b) shows a vertial asymmetry
whih doesn't agree with the uniform rate expeted for a perpendiulare posi-
tioning of the DSSSD with respet of the beam line; on the other hand the beam
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.7. Shematial view of the experimental apparatus and results: (a)
view of the set-up showing the main elements of the system and their relative
positioning: triple Ge luster and DSSSD. (b) Single gamma ray spetrum of
the triple luster ores: the two gamma-rays orresponding to
48
Ti and
49
Ti are
indiated.
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ould have been also out of axis. The dierene in the ounting rate among the
setors are ompatible with a tilting of ' 4.5 degree. The rotation of the setors,
with respet to a vertial axis in a plane perpendiular to the beam line, an be
argued onsidering the Doppler shift of the gamma rays olleted by a germanium
rystal. The phase shift is ' 12 degrees.
4.4 Interpretation
The onurrent reations involved in the experiment an be grouped into binary
and ompound nuleus reations. In the binary reations group are inluded the
sattering and the transfer reations, while in the ompound nuleus group the
fusion-evaporation reations.
Transfer reations expeted in the experiment are d(
48
T i;
49
T i)p and similar
reation on the other Ti isotopes present in the beam whih are negligable in a
rst approximation; the expeted sattering reations are the Rutherford and the
Coulomb sattering of the
48
Ti beam on the target made of deuterium and
48
Ti.
All the binary reation lead to the olletion of a light harged partile (proton
or deuteron) in the DSSSD, being the
48
Ti stopped in the absorber.
The fusion-evaporation reation populates the
50
V ompound nuleus. The
ompound an evaporate a neutron (
49
V), a proton (
49
Ti), a neutron and a proton
(
48
Ti) or an alpha partile (
46
S). In spite of the dierent ross setions also in
this ase the DSSSD ollets just light harged partiles, beause the heavier
nulei are stopped and the neutrons are not reorded in a thin silion detetor.
4.4.1 Fusion-evaporation
The urves onerning the evaporation of one proton with onstant energy (in
the enter of mass frame) along all the rings are alulated and overlapped to the
experimental matrix. The Coulomb barrier is 3.95 MeV and the energy of the
ompound nuleus is 4.08 MeV in the enter of mass frame. The proton energy
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.8. Matries olleted by the DSSSD: (a) partial-energy release by the
partiles in the 32 silion rings dening the polar angle; (b) hit pattern oming
from the rossing of the setors and rings ounts. While the (a) matrix mainly
reets the kinematis of the reations involved in the experiment, the (b) matrix
learly points out the asymmetry in the DSSSD position with respet to the beam
line.
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spetrum ranges from 110 MeV with an average energy of 5 MeV (PACE4
alulation).
Figure 4.9. Matrix of the energy release versus ring number (proportional to
the polar angle) olleted by the DSSSD in oinidene with 981 keV gamma ray
energy. Theoretial urves, alulated for an evaporated proton with xed energy
in the enter of mass frame, are overlapped to point out the ontribution of the
various traes to the very intense horizontal region. Two sharp ut-o lines are
also present: the lower ut-o is dened by the minimum energy that a proton
an release in a fusion-evaporation reation while the top ut-o is dened by the
punh through energy (' 8 MeV).
As an be dedued from the good mathing between the alulated urves and
the experimental matrix all the entral horizontal region an be well explained
by the fusion-evaporation of the
48
Ti on the deuteron target leading the evapo-
ration of one proton, or one neutron and one proton (the desrimination an be
performed by gamma rays oinidenes). The two sharp uto lines of the fusion
region onrm the fusion-evaporation reation with the evaporation of one pro-
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ton, whose energy range in silion is ' 8 MeV (upper ut-o). The lower ut-o
line an be explained onsidering the minimum energy of the proton emitted in
the laboratory frame, that is ' 2 MeV in the forward hemispae.
The energy release inreases with the eetive thikness rossed by the evap-
orated partiles. These partiles are not neessarily stopped by the DSSSD (pro-
ton energy ranges up to 30 MeV) and ring's thikness inreases going towards
the outer rings. Therefore protons with and energy bigger than 8 MeV (proton
range in 300 m Si detetor) punh-through every rings of the detetor giving
a monothone trae, while protons with a smaller energy give a broken trae,
where the disontinuity of the rst derivative orresponds to the punh-throught
thikness for that partiular energy.
4.4.2 Diret reation
The Coulomb sattering depends on the atomi number Z
1
Z
2
of the interating
nulei:
d
d

=

Z
1
Z
2
e
2
4E
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
2
1
sin
4
'
2
(4.30)
The sattering of the Ti beam on the titanum nulei present in the target does
not produe any traes on the DSSSD beause the heavy Ti nuleus is stopped
in the absorber. The sattering of the Ti beam on the deuteron target produes
an exited
48
Ti

and a deuteron reorded in the silion detetor, gure 4.10 (a).
On the other hand the presene in the reation hamber of some ontaminant
suh as nitrogen, oxigen and arbon, whih ould be deposited or absorbed by
the target, will indue the sattering of the Ti beam, while the ontaminat nulei
(possibly exited) be reorded by the silion deteor. The tilted traes going
from the top right to the bottom left of the DSSSD an be explained onsidering
the angular and energy range of the previously mentioned ontaminants. In
fat the energy release, bigger than 8 MeV, an not explained by a proton or a
deuteron detetion. The overlap of the alulated urves ts quite well with the
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experimental urves in the matrix, gure 4.10 (b).
A further indiation that those traes an be indued by ontaminants is the
fat that (Doppler shift) energy urves of the 981 keV
48
Ti exited level with
respet to setor number are in good agreement with the urves alulated using
the dierent ontaminat masses. The expression for the urve is the well known
(2.3), where the angle  is alulated as the salar produt between the reoil
angle of the
48
Ti reoil estimated from the angle of the ontaminant reorded
in the DSSSD and the 981 keV gamma ray olleted from the rystal at 90
degree. As the energy of the ontaminat depends on its mass, also the energy
shift will depends on it. The two urves overlapped in gure 4.11 (a) refers to the
Coulomb sattering on the
48
Ti or d of the target. In the rst ase a
48
Ti nuleus
is supposed to be olleted, in the latter a deuteron. The urves in gure 4.11 (b)
have been obtained onsidering the ontaminat olletion. It is evident from the
gures that the urves orresponding to ontaminant in the target better math
with the experimental data.
There is a very intense but still unexplained region in gure 4.10 (b), on the
bottom right. Despite this ould be thought at a rst glane as noise, a further
investigation suggests that when the energy release by ontaminants in DSSSD is
out of range the eletronis ould work not so ne! This region an be restored as
an eletronis overow that reverses and ompresses all the ounts on a narrow
area. This area shows in fat the right angular and energy dependene, as it is
already said for gure 4.11 (b).
The other diret reation, besides the Coulomb sattering, present in the ex-
periment is a stripping reation. The ross setion of a transfer reation strongly
depends on the kinematis windows oming from the energy and momentum
onservation [67℄.
The energy onservation gives:
Q '  
1
2
M
C
v
2
(4.31)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.10. Coulomb sattering reations: (a) deuteron trae in the DSSSD
orresponding to the 981 keV state exited in the reation
48
T i (d; d
0
)
48
T i

; (b)
traes orresponding to the various ontaminant (N, O, C) olleted in the DSSSD
after having been exited by the
48
T i beam. In both ases theoretial urves are
overlapped to test the kinematis of the suggested reations; in the (b) matrix a
probable overow, produed by the ontaminat energy release, is enirled by a
blak irle on the bottom right.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.11. DSSSD matries represent the (Doppler shift) energy urves of the
981 keV
48
Ti exited level with respet to setor number: (a) theoretial urves
alulated onsidering the Coulomb sattering on the
48
Ti and the deuteron on-
tained in the target; (b) theoretial urves alulated onsidering the Coulomb
sattering on the ontaminants (N, O, C) ontained in the target. It results evi-
dent from the overlapping that the urves in the (b) gure math better with the
experimental data.
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Figure 4.12. DSSSD matrix that shows the good agreement between the on-
taminant angular range (ring number) and the angular range of the probable
overow enirled by a blak line.
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where the left side is the Q-value of the reation for eah exited state, M
C
is the
transferred nuleon mass and v the beam veloity. From the expression follows
that the states with nal energy "
f
suh that "
f
' "
i
+
1
2
M
C
v
2
have a larger
probability to be populated. Therefore the levels of the residual nuleus have an
exitation energy as high as the energy of the ollision. For this experiment the
Q-value of
49
Ti rst exited state gives:
Q

= Q
GS
 Q
ex
= 5:91  1:381 = 4:52MeV (4.32)
while the nuleon translational energy, alulated using (4.31) is -2 MeV. There-
fore the highly populated states in
49
Ti for a 100 MeV energy beam has an
exitation energy of ' 8 MeV.
The momentum onservation gives:
~` ' M
C
vR
T
(4.33)
where the right hand side is the lassial expression for the angular momentum
with respet to the enter of mass of the target. The rst exited state of
49
Ti
has `=1, while from the previous expression it follows ` '
1
2
.
The kinematis windows analysis suggests that the transfer on the rst exited
state is miss-mathed while the well-mathed transfer is at higher energy (' 8
MeV) .
4.5 Conlusion
The reations involved in the experiment are haraterized and their kinematis
dened and proved.
The presene of the DSSSD provides enough angular resolution (. 1 on the
average) to obtain a narrow FWHM (' 4 keV for stripping) and the possibility
to distinguish partiles among them and onsequently the reation hannel.
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The experimental position resolution is extrated by omparison of the exper-
imental peak FWHM and the simulated one [68℄, alulated assuming dierent
values for the position resolution. The experimental result is 5.5 keV for the 1382
keV state of
49
Ti orresponding to 6 mm positional resolution.
Chapter 5
Experimental tests of various
detetor prototypes and ASICs
read-out eletronis
In this hapter various test on dierent Si-pad detetors are presented and the
speiations required for the integrated eletronis disussed. A telesope pro-
totype is nally proposed togheter with its ASICs eletronis suitable for the
oupling with the AGATA array.
5.1 Si-pad detetor prototypes
The Si detetors, as previously outlined in hapter 2, are partiularly suitable
for the detetion of the light harged partile without severely perturbing the
performanes of the gamma spetrometer to whih they are oupled.
The detetors are eletrially haraterized by the measurement of the leakage
urrent and apaitane as a funtion of the bias voltage. The energy resolu-
tion ahievable with standard NIM eletronis is also estimated. The detetors
presently under test are delivered by Sintef [69℄, Miron Semiondutor Ltd. [70℄
and ITC-IRST [71℄.
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5.1.1 The Miron detetors
The tested Miron detetors have a thikness of 300 or 500 m, and a retangular
geometry with 12x5 square pads with a size of 4x4 mm
2
. These detetors are only
segmented in pads, without any strip or wire for signal reading, gure 5.1. A rst
preliminary system of signal reading has been developed, onsisting of miromet-
ri springs inserted into a multihole PCB with the same retangular geometry
to ahieve the ontat to the pads. The PCB also provided an AC oupling to
the preamplier by means of suitable apaitors and resistors. The detetor has
Figure 5.1. The 500 m thik Miron detetor, onsisting of 60 pads with 4x4
mm
2
disposed in a 12x5 retangular onguration.
been mounted in a vauum hamber with 10
 4
mbar pressure togheter with a
241
Am alpha soure. A 70 V bias voltage was applied, that assured the operation
in the over-depletion regime (40 V for full depletion). The read-out eletronis
onsisted of standard NIM modules. The hosen shaping time was 2 s. Tens of
individual hannels of two Miron detetors were tested, showing a quite homoge-
neous behaviour. The rise time of the signals (t
1090%
) was  25 ns. The average
measured resolution was of 1.3% at 5.5 MeV. A typial spetrum is shown in
gure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2. Spetrum of the 5.5 MeV alpha partile from a
241
Am soure (left
peak) and a pulser (right peak) obtained with a 500 m thik detetor and
standard NIM eletronis. The FWHM energy resolution is 70 keV.
5.1.2 The Sintef detetors
The Sintef detetors have a thikness of 1 mm and a retangular geometry with
dimensions of 12 mm x 42 mm. Eah detetor onsists of an array of 6x21 pads of
1.8x1.8 mm
2
. The bias voltage for a full depletion operation is  150 V. The pads
are onneted via strips to the bond pads loated along one side of the detetor,
suitable for wire bonding to a read-out board. The detetor, AC oupled, was
bonded on an adapter board, gure 5.3, endowed with a pin mask ompatible
with the board of the read-out hip delivered by IDEAS ompany (Norway) and
desribed in the following paragraph 5.2.1. The detetors have been eletrially
haraterized in the lean room of INFN-Sezione di Perugia. The results for the
apaitane and the leakage urrent as a funtion of bias voltage are shown in
gure 5.4. The depletion voltage is  150200 V, value for whih the measured
apaintae and urrent shown in gure 5.4 approah a onstant value.
After the eletri haraterization, the Sintef detetors were equipped with
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Figure 5.3. The Sintef detetor 1 mm thik glued on a PCB adapter suitable
for the IDEAS-ASIC pin mask. The detetor has been AC oupled via wire
apaitanes (removable silver stripes in the gure).
a board, designed at LNL-INFN, suh as to be ompatible with the PCB of
the ASIC eletronis. The spetrum of the
241
Am X -ray soure obtained with
the Sintef detetor oupled with a IDEAS-ASIC (VA32C2-TA32CG) read-out
eletronis had a very poor resolution of  10% at 60 keV.
5.1.3 The ITC-IRST detetors
Several tests have been performed on detetors, with thiknesses of 300 m, 1
mm and 1.5 mmm, delivered by the ITC-IRST (Trento, Italy). The detetors
shown in gure 5.5 are built on a n-type Si-wafer and the diode (one for eah
pad) is obtained diusing a high onentration of p-type dopant on one side
(juntion). The juntion side of eah diode, shown in gure 5.6 (a), has the
following struture: a small DC oupled pad (p
+
injetion) for test purpose, the
main AC oupled pad of 4x4 mm
2
( p
+
injetion) and a punh-through load
resistane. In the AC onguration the oupling apaitane (2876 pF at 1 kHz)
is produed by deposition of the dieletri and ondutive layer, while the voltage
is supplied by the punh-through resistane. The single diode apaitane is 2.813
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Figure 5.4. Representative urves of apaitane and urrent versus bias voltage
obtained during the eletri haraterization of the two Sintef detetors. Both
detetors approah the depletion region around 200 V. The two measurements
performed on detetor 1, panel (b), showing a sudden inrease of the measured
urrent above 100 V, are probably due to a defet present on the wafer.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.5. Detetors delivered by ITC-IRST: (a) 300 m thik detetor pre-
pared for the wire bonding at INFN-Sezione di Perugia: the detetor is leaned
by pumping-o dust and humidity; (b) six pads wire bonding detail (the guard
and the bias rings are also visible below the gold wires).
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pF at 10 kHz.
The ative area is surrounded by the bias ring (inner) and by several guard
rings. The bak eletrode is onneted on the bloking side via the outer ring,
and therefore the detetor an be biased and read-out via the juntion side only.
The detetors are inversely polarized onneting the bias ring to ground and
applying the bias voltage to the ohmi side. The inner (and larger) guard ring
is short-iruited with the bias ring while all the others rings are oating. This
type of onnetions gives better performanes with respet to that in whih the
urrent is olleted by the bias ring and it provides a safer polarization of the
oupling apaitane, avoiding disharges through the dieletri.
The bloking side in the 1 mm thik detetor has a juntion thikness of 1.5
m, an eletrode layer of 1.5 m and a passive layer 1.3 m. Some areas have a
redued deposit of the ondutive layer, 0.3 m, and have not any passive layer.
The ontour of the ohmi side is overed by an aluminum layer. The n-type
highly doped juntion on the bak side is 1.5 m thik.
The eet of the dierent layers on the two sides an be estimated through
the omparison of the spetra obtained irradiating the bloking and the ohmi
side with a triple alpha soure (
239
Pu,
241
Am and
244
Cm): the spetrum from
the juntion side presents broad double peaks with energy roughly 200 keV lower
than the orresponding alpha peaks. The spetrum from the ohmi side is shown
in gure 5.7 (b). The obtained energy resolution is ' 50 keV at 5.5 MeV.
The resistivity is evaluated to be ' 8 k
m, onsistent with 5.5x10
11
m
 3
bulk arrier onentration. The signal rise time is  50 ns and the leakage urrent
is  1 A at 400 V.
The bloking side of the 300 m thik detetor is similar to the previous one,
exepting the thikness of the metal layer, whih is only 0.4 m thik. The ohmi
side has a metal layer of 0.4 m thikness and a passive layer of 0.2 m thikness.
A spetrum, irradiating the detetor ohmi side, is shown in gure 5.7 (a). The
detetor was over biased at 100 V, the depletion voltage was around 40 V, and
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.6. Zoom on the Si-pad detetors delivered by ITC-IRST: (a) zoom
of the pad layout. Three p
+
injetion are present: two of them are aluminazed
(DC and AC pad) and the remaining provide the "punh through" resistane;
(b) The 1 mm thik sample has a 20x24 mm
2
ative area and a 4x4 mm
2
pad
surfae. The traks arrying out the signals are extrated along two sides of the
monolyti rystal: this redues their lengths and the dead zone among pad's rows
and olumns.
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the urrent was less than 1 nA. The obtained energy resolution is ' 52 keV and
the detetor resistivity is 3 k
 m.
The performaes of the ITC-IRST detetors are satisfatory. In fat a spe-
trum obtained with a 300 m thik and with an ative area of 1 m
2
delivered
by the Ansaldo ompany, gure 5.8, shows a poorer energy resolution.
Several other tests have been performend to possibly ouple the ITC-IRST
detetor to the multihannel ISIS eletronis. The dierent detetor apaitanes
(units of pF for the ITC-IRST module ompared with hundreds of pF for the ISIS
detetor) lead to signal osillations when oupling the IRST 300 m module with
the ISIS preamplier, whih made impossible any other measurements.
5.2 ASICs eletronis
Many of the funtions, tradionally arried out in standard eletroni units (NIM,
CAMAC modules) an also be arry out by silion miro-iruits generally known
as Appliation Spei Integrated Ciruits (ASIC).
The TRACE projet involving a sizable number of read-out hannels for its
nature an only be oneived by using highly segmented eletronis. Presently,
there are two types of ASIC eletronis suitable for our purposes: one produed
by IDEAS (Norway) [72℄ and the other developped at Orsay (Frane) for the
MUST2 projet [9℄.
5.2.1 The IDEAS ASICs
The ASIC eletronis is the most onvenient solution to manage a high number
of hannels in a ompat way. The integrated iruit suitable for our detetors
onsists of two pairs of VA32C2/TA32CG hips, gure 5.9 (a), assembled together
on a 64 hannels VAHPD read-out board, gure 5.9 (b), produed by IDEAS.
The board an be interfaed with a VA-DAQ readout system, based on a 14-bit
ADC and other funtional hardware units.
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Figure 5.7. Energy spetra obtained with a triple alpha soure, standard NIM
eletronis and ITC-IRST detetors: (a) 300 m thik detetor with ative area
20x60 m
2
, 4x4 mm
2
pad surfae and 3 k
m; (b) 1 mm thik detetor with a
20x24 mm
2
ative area, 4x4 mm
2
pad size and 10 k
m resistivity.
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Figure 5.8. Triple alpha spetrum obtained with the Ansaldo 300 m thik
detetor and standard NIM eletronis.
The VA hip family ontains many low-noise read-out hannels, onsisting of
a parallel harge sensitive preamplier followed by a CR-RC shaper and a sample
and hold iruitry. The outputs of eah hannel, ended in a multiplexer, are
onneted to the TA hip, whih generates the trigger signals for the sample and
hold iruitry. An analogue urrent output is also available for subsequent digital
onversion.
Two of these systems with dierent dynami ranges, 18 fC (VATAHPD 2) and
25 pC (VA32HDR 11) orresponding to an energy loss of about 400 keV and 400
MeV in Silion, respetively, typial of low-energy gamma rays and high energy
ions, were tested to hek the integral linearity and noise response as a funtion
of the input apaitane. A good linearity for the hips was measured up to 90%
of the range. The Equivalent Noise Charge (ENC), disussed in the paragraph
3.4.5, has been estimated inreasing the values of the apaitane oupled with
the IDEAS ASIC. A linear t of the data gives the following relation for the ENC
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root mean square expressed in number of eletrons :
ENC(e
 
rms) = 69e
 
=pF + 68e
 
(5.1)
The above expression gives an energy resolution (FWHM) of  150 keV at 5
MeV, whih is larger than that delared by the produer, table 5.1.
Table 5.1. IDEAS ASIC harateristis and performanes.
IDEAS
Power onsumption (2V) 11 mW/h (minimal)
Energy range 500 MeV (MeV/Si)
Gain 60 (mV/fC)
ENC (e
 
rms) 40 + 12/pF (typial)
Read out rates (serial) 10 MHz
Calibration input available
5.2.2 The MUST ASICs
Reently the MUST projet [8℄ has evolved in the MUST2 version [9℄, whih,
besides other faets, is equiped with the ASIC eletronis. Eah BiCMOS hip
(36 mm
2
area) has 16 bipolar hannels, with energy and time measurement. The
data multiplexed from the ASICs are oded with VXI ADCs. The omplete
MUST2 array inludes more than 3000 eletronis hannels. The perfomanes of
the ASICs are reported in table 5.2.
Suh performanes reommend that ASICs as a good andidate for the TRACE
detetor as well. Therefore a test of the MUST2 ASIC with a TRACE Si-pad
detetor was perfomed at IPN-Orsay. The urrent (10 nA  1 A) and the a-
paitane(0.2 pF  2 pF) of the TRACE modules, for both the 300 m and the 1
mm thik detetors, are suitable for signal handling and reading by the MATE3
hip [73℄ mounted on the MUFEE ard [74℄.
The MATE3 analog hannel inludes three funtional bloks: a harge sensi-
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Figure 5.9. The IDEAS ASIC and its read-out board: (a) the 32 hannels low-
noise/low power, high dynami range, harge sensitive fast triggering iruit of
the VATA family, with simultaneous sample-and-hold and alibration failities;
(b) the board used for the read-out of VATA hips with 64 hannels.
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Table 5.2. MUST2 ASIC harateristis and performanes.
MUST2
Power onsumption (2.5V) 28 mW/h
Energy range 50 (MeV/Si)
Energy resolution (FWHM) 16 keV
TAC range (300600) ns
Time resolution (FWHM) 240 ps
Read out rates (serial) 2 MHz
tive preamplier, an energy and a time blok, gure 5.10 (a). The modularity of
the hip is restrited to sixteen hannels to limit the dissipation warming whih
ould degrade the signals inside the same hip. Both polarities are aepted by
the preamplier whih might handle signals oming from the ohmi and the jun-
tion side. Nevertheless the traking and hold iruit that follows an handle a
single polarity. The energy and time signals are read after a trigger signal is a-
epted. The preamplier onverts the urrent into a voltage signal, whih enters
both the energy and time bloks. On the energy side the ltered amplitude is
reorded and multiplexed towards a voltage to urrent onverter. The time blok
lters and disrimintates the inoming signal. The outgoing logi signal repre-
sents the start signal for the TAC, while the stop signal omes from the logi OR
of all the detetors.
The MUFEE ard, gure 5.10 (b), represents the front-end eletronis of eah
MUST2 telesope. It basially routes analogi signals to the bus going towards
the external VXI modules (ADCs, et.). It also provides a liquid ooling system
for the ASIC heat dissipation.
A 300 m IRST detetor supplied with a tension of 40 V was irradiated by
a triple alpha soure in a 10
 3
mbar vauum hamber at IPN-Orsay, gure 5.11
(a) and 5.12. The spetrum is shown in gure 5.13 (a) . The measured energy
resolution is remarkably good: 40 keV for the 5.5 Mev alpha partiles. The 1 mm
thik detetor has been tested under the same onditions with a supplied voltage
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Figure 5.10. ASIC and front-end eletronis developped for the MUST2 signal
read-out: (a) single hannel of the MATE3 hip. The hip extrats analogi
signals related to the partile energy and time, and logi signal when the partile
energy is above the threshold. Eah ASIC inludes 16 hannels; (b) General
arhiteture of MUST2 Front-End Eletronis (MUFEE). The ard onsists of 9
ASIC. The multiplexed signals are routed towards an analogi bus. The ard also
provides the voltage supply for the ASIC and the detetor.
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of 300 V, gure 5.11 (b). The obtained energy resolution is ' 60 keV for the 5.5
Mev alpha soure, 5.13 (b). The last result needs to be onrmed repeating the
measurements on the other silion detetor samples of the same thikness and
inreasing the voltage supply.
The overall results imply that the system is well mathed and the eletronis
might be exploited for the TRACE read-out prototype as well. An in-beam test
is planned during the beginning of the next year at the TANDEM aelerator fo
Orsay.
5.2.3 ASIC requirements and AGATA oupling
It is expeted (or at least reommended) that future anillary detetors will be
time-stamped using the AGATA lok ounter. Events will be reonstruted from
hits aording to the GTS [75℄ trigger onditions. Data ow may be as high as
that of the AGATA detetor, whih are given in table 5.3. More omputing power
ould be required for future anillary detetors using a full parallel readout for
suh a high ounting rate.
It is a priori not neessary to use trigger onditions for AGATA and the system
ould be onsidered as trigger-less. In fat, the GTS has a minimum lateny time
of 67 s and no prompt signals are provided: all the data are important and
must be kept. Based on this, it seems diÆult to reonile the GTS with detetors
having standard eletronis, requiring prompt signal for signal proessing, oding,
and having a dead-time. If the anillary detetor is a neessary ondition to aept
AGATA, data losses an not be avoided. A redution of a fator bigger than 10
Table 5.3. Rate estimations for the AGATA detetor.
single total
AGATA demonstrator (kHz) 14 83
AGATA (kHz) M=1 15 3000
AGATA (kHz) M=30 50 300
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.11. Detetor assembled with a PCB and a at able suitable to be
oupled to the MUFEE ard: (a) the 300 m thik ITC-IRST detetor; (b) the
1 mm thik ITC-IRST detetor.
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Figure 5.12. Experimental setup for the detetor test at IPN-Orsay. On the
bottom-left a portable triple alpha soure is plaed used to irradiate the ohmi
side of the detetor is visible. The 300 m thik ITC-IRST detetor is assembled
with a kapton at able that makes possible the oupling with the MUFEE ard
(green in the entre). The ard onsists in a 9 MATE3 hips and other funtional
units that handle the multiplexed signal out of the hamber to the MUVI ard
and subsequently to the ADC. The ooling system is also visible (transparent
tubes on the top entre).
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Figure 5.13. Triple alpha soure spetrum obtained during the IPN-Orsay test:
(a) spetrum obtained with the 300 m thik ITC-IRST detetor; (b) spetrum
obtained with the 1 mm thik ITC-IRST detetor. The last result needs to be
onrmed repeating the measurements on the other silion detetor samples of
the same thikness and inreasing the voltage supply
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is expeted after setting trigger onditions. In the worst ase, when the triggered
AGATA rate might be similar to the triggered anillary rate, a redution less
than 1/10 of the un-triggered AGATA rate would be expeted.
This rate should be also supported by the TRACE eletronis. The TRACE
design speiation would allow high modularity using a few shapes for the indi-
vidual modules. The large number of hannels expeted for suh an array, build
with the aforementioned detetor modules, enourage the use of highly integrated
eletronis like the multi-hannel ASICs hips.
Due to the omplexity of the eletronis and searhing to enlarge as muh as
possible the use of the omponents in dierent Si arrays, it would be reasonable to
split the integrated eletronis in two or three setions (analog amplier, timing
and read-out ) even if they might be integrated in the same ASIC.
Signal proessing
In Si detetor systems with harged partile disrimination apability, two dif-
ferent tehniques an be onsidered: pulse shape analysis and telesope E  E
disrimination.
The integrated eletronis must be ompatible with both tehniques, at least at
the level of the amplier ASIC. Pulse shape analysis requires onstant fration
disriminator (CFD) or the possibility of sampling the detetor signal. Nowadays,
the required omponents are diÆult to integrate in the ASIC eletronis.
Amplier speiations
A broad dynami range and a high resolution are required to the ASIC amplier
layer, gure 5.14. The amplier should have the following features:
 programmable input to aept positive or negative signals;
 preamplier/shaper ompatible with pulse shape analysis and with pro-
grammable integration time.
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 large dynami range of 5 fC  5 pC. Optionally two shapers per hannel
required to over from  100 keV  100 MeV with  1% resolution;
 fast amplier for timing purposes;
 leading edge disriminator for trigger;
 alibration input line;
 individual output line after amplier in ase external sampling of the signal
is required.
Figure 5.14. A possible analog amplier sheme whih respet the desired
requirements given in the text.
Timing speiations
It will be desirable to provide the integrated eletronis with a timing (CFD)
iruit and a TAC with an external trigger. The TAC signal must be onverted
together with the energy pulse. In ase the implementation of a CFD beomes
feasible in ASIC eletronis it might be desirable to have CFD-rossover timing
to possibly use this information for pulse shape disrimination tehniques.
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General arhiteture
Two dierent arhitetures ould be adopted for the ASIC design: a stream-
line sheme in whih eah hannel has all the omponents from the preamplier
to the digital onversion (energy and time) and the parallel approah in whih
several dediated omponents are hained. The last solution has the advantage
to simplify the design avoiding to mix analog noise sensitive parts with digital
and logial omponents and to improve the exibility toward a detetor oriented
solution; the drawbak is a less ompat design. A typial parallel design is
the one shown in gure 5.9. The main requirement is the availability of the
preamplier output on the external lines of the analog ASIC. Standard designs
of input-output pads allow a simple onnetion of analog and trigger ASICs. The
advantage of the method is shown in gure 5.15 (a), where the trigger is replaed
by a timing eletronis for a omplete energy-timing hain. A similar read-out
ould replae the TA32 hip in the IDEAS design, gure 5.9.
Readout speiations
The ideal tehnique to onvert the signal from an anillary oupled with a gamma-
array as AGATA, is the digital proessing (sampling) synhronized by a global
lok. It is unlear at the moment whether it would be possible to have high
frequeny sampling and lok in the viinity of the detetor, in the same ASIC
where the analog proessing of the signal is taking plae. Exluding at the mo-
ment this solution, if the sampling of the signal is required, the only solution is
to provide as many output lines as hannels in the ASIC and to proeed with the
sampling in external ADCs. In ase the sampling of the signal is not required,
a multiplexed ASIC readout of the signals after a linear gate (peak-and-hold)
might be suÆient. The serial readout of all pads in the detetor will inrease to
unaeptable levels the dead time for the single detetor module. Therefore, the
sparse read-out tehnique must be implemented, whih allows to readout only the
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hannels with signals above the threshold and the neighboring pads if required.
A pattern should be provided for eah read-out signal. The possibility to asso-
iate a lok ounter (internal or external) lathed with the single hannel trigger
should be onsidered.
Coupling with the AGATA Global Trigger and Synhronization (GTS)
The AGATA ollaboration strongly reommends to design omplementary de-
tetors, to be oupled to AGATA, a design of the eletronis ompatible with
the buering/pipeline model adopted by AGATA. Sine ASIC eletronis with
multiplexed readout are naturally buered by the single hannel strether and
the multiplexer, the only missing ingredient, is the internal labeling with the
AGATA lok of every single event. In this ontext an ASIC with sparse readout
an be onsidered, whih, in addition of the hannel identiation, keeps in a
digital buer the AGATA lok lathed by the trigger of the ASIC. This does
not imply to have a 100 MHz lok going to the ASIC and, therefore, to the
very front-end eletronis, but requires a multi-wire onnetion to the external
AGATA interfae, or a serial interfae to get promptly the lok.
If a maximum trigger rate of 20kHz per PAD and a hips (and therefore the
ASIC) with 60 hannels are onsidered, this implies a total trigger rate of 1.2
MHz per ASIC. It would be neessary to provide the lok to the single ASIC
within a maximum of 100 ns, in order to avoid dead-time losses bigger that 
10%, assoiated with the lok distribution. In gure 5.15 (b) a preliminary
timing sheme of the parallel mode yle is presented.
5.3 Telesope prototype
The tepesope prototype will be a two layer Si-pad detetors. The thin layer
(E detetor) requires a thikness of  100 m inreasing the olletion eieny
reduing the number of partile stopped in the bakward hemisphere. The seond
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.15. A (quasi) parallel mode yle: (a) a possible energy and timing
module following the preamplier in a ASIC hip; (b) sheme for the omplete
(inluding external ontrol) parallel mode yle.
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layer will have a 1.52 mm thikness to inrease the maximum energy range of
the deteted partiles.
The segmentation in pads of 4x4 mm
2
gives a total number of hannels 
10000 whih an be safely handled with ASIC eletronis.
The assoiated eletronis will be of the type desribed in paragraph 5.2.2. A
further question is related to the ooling system whih needed to dissipate ASIC
warming. In order to inrease the transpareny of the anillary when plaed in
the interior of the a gamma spetrometer, a ooling system employing the Peltier
ells ould be neessary.
Figure 5.16. Sketh of the new TRACE telesope, that is not in sale. The
hosen solution for the telesope geometry losely resemble traditional Si tele-
sopes. The key features of the new prototype are the Si-pad tehnology and the
assoiated highly integrated eletronis (ASIC).
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Conlusions
The thesis has been devoted to the development of a new generation detetor for
light harged partiles (TRACE) to be used as an anillary in fusion-evaporation
and transfer reations oupled with a germanium traking array (AGATA).
The material, the thikness, the segmentation and a basi geometry have been
theoretially estimated, while the nal prototype is hosen among the various
geometries by the simulation of their performanes.
The silion, for its traspareny, energy resolution, eonomiity and well known
properties is hosen as a good ompromise for the required appliations. The
E   E method for partile disrimination is preferred as it is retained a very
robust tehnique. The pulse shape analysis, not yet implemented, promises a
redution of the eletronis hannels togheter with an inresing of eÆieny.
Based on the eÆieny riterion, partiles dynamis (' 100 MeV for alpha
partiles and 25 for protons) and tehnologial onstraints, the thikness of the
detetor has been hosen in 150 m and 1.5 mm for the E and E layers respe-
tively.
The 4x4 mm
2
pad segmentation has been destablished from the requirement
to have a uniform ounting rate (20 kHz maximum) when using high intensity
beams and a good angular resolution (' 2
Æ
), neessary to perform momentum
disrimination in transfer reations and a good Doppler orretion. The pad has
been preferred to the strips segmentation due the smaller noise expeted in the
eletronis oupling. The energy resolution measurements have shown a FWHM
of ' 40 keV at 5.5 MeV for alpha partiles. The total amount of hannels for
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the full array is ' 10000.
A possible geometry and design have been evaluated simulating the perfor-
manes of the prototype: the ability to disriminate the dierent light harged
partiles, the transpareny to gamma-rays, the eÆieny and double hit proba-
bility, and the Doppler orretion. In the hoie of having a 4 onguration the
kinematis of fusion-evaporation and transfer reations has also been onsidered.
The solid angle overage in all the simulates geometries is evaluated to be ' 90%.
Three prototypes with dierent barrel geometry (square, hexagonal and o-
tagonal) have been studied. The TRACE array with an otagonal barrel resulted
to have the best performanes: high transpareny to gamma-ray (28% photopeak
eÆieny and 60% peak-to-total ratio), good orretion of Doppler broadening
(2.55.5 keV for
v

in the range 5%10%), high eÆieny for protons (55%) and
 partiles (45%), and good partile disrimination.
The integrated eletronis (preamplier with energy and timing unit) should
proess data in a quasi-parallel mode allowing a sparse read-out mode. This
would limit the amount of data loss in the oupling with a gamma traking
spetrometer.
In summay after theoretial estimations, geometry and pulse shape analysis
simulations, Si-pad detetors and eletronis test, the telesope speiations and
a possible prototype for the TRACE array have been designed.
New tests are under way for the implementation of the digital pulse shape
analysis with the present Si-pad detetor. A dediated ooled eletronis is going
to be developped at IPN-Orsay. The Si-pad prototype endowed with the already
existing MUST2 ASICs eletronis is forseen to be tested in-bem at the TANDEM
of IPN-Orsay.
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